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Abstract 

 

Elvis Machine: The Making of a Machine 

 

Rowan Michaela Doyle, M.F.A  

The University of Texas at Austin, 2012 

 

Supervisor:  Richard Isackes 

 

This thesis explores the creation of Elvis Machine, a production that was created by The 

Duplicates Theater Company and premiered at the 2012 Fusebox festival in Austin, 

Texas. This paper examines the company’s history, process and work in relation to this 

production. 
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The Beginning: Ignition 

!"#$%&'()*$+,!"#$%#&'!()!*+)#%&$,!()!-../!$"!$)!(012,"&3!!*4!5+,,&$62&7!8&""&!

9%%!$)'!:7!;$'!<2"#!%&#2%)&'!=%+0!$!0+)#;!>+%?()6!$#!@%&$'!$)'!A211&#!B;&$#&%C"!

=$%0!()!D&%0+)#!$)'!>&%&!%(1&!>(#;!6++'!('&$"!$)'!()"1(%&'!#+!5%&$#&3!!E&!F&6$)!

>+%?()6!+)!$!1,$4!5$,,&'!-./.0&1233,0&'.+%0,4&54.6&0*,&72+89(4:&;<(633!!!

! E&!#$,?&'!$F+2#!#;("!1,$4!()5&""$)#,43!!!E&!=&,#!#;&%&!>$"!$!)&&'!=+%!#;&!"#+%4!

F&5$2"&!1&+1,&!>&%&!#(%&'!+=!F24()6!2"&,&""7!1++%,4!0$'&!+F<&5#"!$)'!#;&)!;$G()6!#+!

#;%+>!#;&0!$>$43!!B;&%&!>$"!$!;2)6&%!=+%!$!'("52""(+)!$F+2#!#;&!1%(5&!+=!#;()6"!$)'!

;+>!"&)#(0&)#$,!+F<&5#"!=$5#+%!()#+!#;("!1%(5&3!!E&!$,"+!=&,#!$!)&&'!=+%!$!)&>!?()'!+=!

1211&#%43!!H#!@%&$'!$)'!A211&#7!A&#&%!I5;20$))!#+,'!2"!#;$#!#;&%&!>&%&!+),4!#>+!

#41&"!+=!1211&#%4J!K=,2==4!$)'!'(6&"#(F,&L!+%!K()"2%%&5#(+)("#L!M@&,,!NOP3!!E&!=&,#!#;$#!

#;&%&!>$"!$)+#;&%!?()'7!"+0&>;&%&!()!F&#>&&)!#;&"&!#>+!5$#&6+%(&"3!!A211&#%4!#;$#!

>$"!F+#;!52#&!$)'!&$"4!#+!">$,,+>!>;(,&!$''%&""()6!5+01,(5$#&'!(""2&"!()!

5+)#&01+%$%4!,(=&3!!B;&!1,$4!>$"!)&G&%!1%+'25&'7!F2#!#;&"&!('&$"!;$G&!F&&)!

1&%5+,$#()6!()!0&!=+%!#;&!1$"#!Q!4&$%"3!

! E;&)!$55&1#&'!$#!B;&!R)(G&%"(#4!+=!B&S$"!MRBP!=+%!$!*$"#&%!()!T()&!H%#"!>(#;!

$)!&01;$"("!()!I5&)&!U&"(6)7!:!?)&>!#;$#!:!>$)#&'!#+!=+52"!04!"#2'(&"!+)!

5+,,$F+%$#(+)!2"()6!1&%=+%0()6!+F<&5#"!$)'!1211&#%43!!!H#!#;&!;&$%#!+=!#;("!#;&"("!("!

$)!&S1,+%$#(+)!+=!#;&"&!#&%0"3!!V&#!0&!=(%"#!'&=()&!#;&03!

A%+1"!$)'!1211&#"!$%&!F+#;!2)'&%!#;&!5$#&6+%4!+=!1&%=+%0()6!+F<&5#"7!$)'!

#;&"&!#&%0"!5$)!+=#&)!F&!2"&'!()#&%5;$)6&$F,43!!!B;&!)+>!$)#(W2$#&'!#&S#7!=*,(04,&

>(+?2(?,@&&'&"5%(F&"!$!1%+17!+%!1%+1&%#4!$"!K$)4!+F<&5#!2"&'!+)!"#$6&7!&S5&1#!

"5&)&%47!,(6;#"!$)'!5+"#20&"L!M-X/P3!!E;(,&!$!1211&#!("!'&=()&'!$"!KH!'+,,7!"(02,$#()6!

$!1&%"+)7!$)(0$,7!&#53!$11&$%()6!+)!$!0()($#2%&!"#$6&!$)'!+1&%$#&'!F4!#;&!;$)'!+=!$!

0$)(12,$#+%!M1211&#&&%P!()"('&!(#!+)!$!;$)',&!+%!+#;&%>("&3!!I+0&#(0&"!

()#&%5;$)6&$F,&!>(#;!*HY:9Z[BB[L!M-/\P3!

! KA&%=+%0()6!+F<&5#"L!("!$!0$%%($6&!+=!#;&"&!#>+!$)#(W2$#&'!$)'!)$%%+>!('&$"!

$F+2#!>;$#!0$?&"!$!1%+1!$)'!>;$#!0$?&"!$!1211&#3!!T%$)?!A%+"5;$)!=(%"#!2"&'!#;&!

#&%0!()!]^/Q3!!_&!'&=()&'!#;&!#&%0!$"!()5,2'()6!K0$#&%($,!(0$6&"!+=!;20$)"7!

$)(0$,"7!+%!"1(%(#"!#;$#!$%&!5%&$#&'7!'("1,$4&'7!+%!0$)(12,$#&'!()!)$%%$#(G&!+%!

'%$0$#(5!1&%=+%0$)5&L!M@&,,7!-P3!!9%7!$"!8+;)!@&,,!'&"5%(F&"!(#7!K#;&!"#2==7!<2)?7!

1211&#"7!0$"?"7!'&#%(#2"7!0$5;()&"7!F+)&"!$)'!0+,'&'!1,$"#(5!#;()6"!#;$#!1&+1,&!2"&!

#+!#&,,!"#+%(&"!+%!%&1%&"&)#!('&$"L!M@&,,7!-P3!!

:)=+%0()6!#;("!()#&%&"#!("!04!+>)!'&&1!,+G&!=+%!K"#2==3L!!:!$0!$!5+,,&5#+%!+=!

"+%#"7!$)'!0+G()6!#+!$)+#;&%!5+2)#%4!0&$)#!#;%+>()6!+2#!04!1(,&"!+=!+,'!F(%#;'$4!

5$%'"7!F%+?&)!20F%&,,$"!$)'!D_I!#$1&"3!!:!>$"!)&%G+2"!$F+2#!0+G()6!#+!$!)&>!

;+0&3!!U2%()6!#;&!,+)6!'%(G&!=%+0!`$)$'$!#+!B&S$"7!()!$)!+,'!5$%!1$5?&'!#+!#;&!%++=!
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>(#;!F&,+)6()6"7!:!(0$6()&'!;+>!#;&!)&S#!#;%&&!4&$%"!>+2,'!,++?3!!U%&$0()6!+=!

0&&#()6!$!6%+21!+=!$%#("#"!#;$#!>+2,'!>&,5+0&!04!('&$"3!

:#!#++?!#>+!'$4"!#+!'%(G&!#+!U&#%+(#7!>;$#!";+2,'!;$G&!F&&)!)+!0+%&!#;&)!$!Oa

;+2%!'%(G&3!!E&!;$'!)+!$(%!5+)'(#(+)()6!()!#;&!]^/N!*$b'$7!$)'!+2%!cAI!>$"!"&#!#+!

#;&!)+!;(6;>$4!=&$#2%&7!>;(5;!0&$)#!#;$#!+2%!)$G(6$#(+)!,&'!2"!'+>)!F$5?!%+$'"!

2)#(,!>&,,!$=#&%!*&01;("3!!B;&!=+2%#&&)!'$4"!+=!5;$+"7!">&$#!$)'!5+)=,(5#!>&%&!$!

6++'!()'(5$#(+)!+=!;+>!#;&!)&S#!#;%&&!4&$%"!>+2,'!0$)(=&"#!#;&0"&,G&"3!!!

! E;(,&!+)!#;&!%+$'7!:!;$'!#;&!$F(,(#4!#+!"#+1!$#!c%$5&,$)'!()!*&01;("3!!:!;$'!

$,>$4"!F&&)!$!=$)!+=![,G("C!&$%,4!02"(5!$)'!;("!1%&+5521$#(+)!>(#;!'&5+%$#(+)!$)'!

&0F&,,(";0&)#7!F2#!#;&!&==&5#!#;$#!c%$5&,$)'!;$'!+)!0&!>$"!2)&S1&5#&'3!:)!H,F&%#!

c+,'0$)C"!F(+6%$1;4!+=![,G("!;&!>%(#&"!KB;+26;!(#!5+"#!$!,+#!+=!0+)&4!#+!=(,,!21!

c%$5&,$)'!>(#;!#;()6"!#;$#!$11&$,&'!#+![,G("!A%&",&47!)+#;()6!()!#;&!;+2"&!("!>+%#;!$!

'(0&L!M*$%,()67!XNP3!H,0+"#!&G&%4#;()6!()![,G("C!;+0&!>$"!;$)'!0$'&7!#;%(=#&'!+%!

F+26;#!()!$!)(5?&,!$)'!'(0&!";+13!:#!>$"!)+#!#;&!&0F&,,(";&'!%;()&"#+)&!"2(#!+=!$!

;+2"&!:!>$"!&S1&5#()63!

!! :#!>$"!;&%&!#;$#!:!%&$,(b&'!;+>!,(##,&!:!$5#2$,,4!?)&>!$F+2#![,G("!$"!$!1&%"+)3!!

H#!c%$5&,$)'7!:!,&$%)&'!#;$#![,G("!>$"!0+'&"#7!#;$#!;&!)&G&%!$55&1#&'!$>$%'"!+%!

$##&)'&'!$>$%'"!5&%&0+)(&"!$)'!;&!0+"#,4!?&1#!#+!;(0"&,=3!!_&!)&G&%!;$'!$!'%()?!+=!

$,5+;+,!()!;("!&)#(%&!,(=&!$)'!,+G&'!A()6aA+)63!!:!%&$,(b&'!#;$#!04!1%&5+)5&1#(+)"!

$F+2#![,G("!"#&00&'!=%+0!#;&!(0$6&"!:!"$>!+=!;(0!>(#;!;("!"#2==3!!T%+0!;("!H,+;$!

"2(#!#+!;("!1()?!`$'(,,$57!:!5+2,'!G("2$,(b&!;("!1+""&""(+)"7!$)'!$""20&'!$!,+#!$F+2#!

;("!1&%"+)$,(#4!#;%+26;!#;&03!!:)!%&$,(#47!025;!+=![,G("C!1&%"+)$,(#4!;$"!F&&)!"#+,&)3!

_&!;$"!F&&)!#2%)&'!()#+!$)!+F<&5#7!$!5+00+'(#4!#+!F&!F+26;#!$)'!"+,'3!!!

After much research and thought, the formation of a new theater company and a 

life-changing visit to Graceland, Elvis Machine was born 
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The Group: Passengers 

B;&!U21,(5$#&"!;("#+%47!1%+5&""!$)'!$&"#;&#(5!6%&$#,4!()=,2&)5&'!#;&!+2#5+0&!

+=!!"#$%&'()*$+,3!B;&!U21,(5$#&"!5$0&!#+6&#;&%!()!I&1#&0F&%!+=!-..^!()!B;&!V$F!

B;&$#&%!$#!B;&!R)(G&%"(#4!+=!B&S$"3!!H!'(%&5#+%!$)'!6++'!=%(&)'7!`+2%#)&4!I$,&7!

F++?&'!B;&!V$F!B;&$#&%!#+!1&%=+%0!$!=$,,!1%+'25#(+)!$#!RB3!!E&!5;+"&!#+!'+!>;$#!>&!

#;+26;#!>+2,'!F&!$!"0$,,!1211&#!";+>!F$"&'!+)!I+1;(&!U$;,C"!1(5#2%&!F++?!d!=*,&

'(+&A$0*&0*,&B(+)$+?&!9,%3!!V25?(,47!+2%!+>)!)$(G&#e!>+%?&'!#+!+2%!$'G$)#$6&3!!!

B;()?()6!K;+>!;$%'!5$)!(#!F&fL!>&!0+G&'!=+%>$%'!$)'!)+#!?)+>()6!>;$#!>&!>&%&!

'+()67!>&!$"?&'!=+%!;&,13!

! E&!F%+26;#!()!%&()=+%5&0&)#"3!!`;&)6aE&(!B&)6J!$!6%$'2$#&!,(6;#()6!

'&"(6)&%7!>;+!5+2,'!0$?&!$!%$##4!1(&5&!+=!5$%'F+$%'!,++?!1%&##47!B+0!_+%$)J!$!

1,$4>%(6;#!$)'!"+2)'!'&"(6)&%7!>;+!5+2,'!%&5+%'!#;&!"#+%4!F&$2#(=2,,4!$)'!0$?&!(#!

0+%&!%&,&G$)#!#+!#;&!"#$6&7!$)'!U$%>()!V&&!c(,0+%&J!$!'(%&5#+%7!'&"(6)&%!$)'!

#&5;)(5($)!>;+!5+2,'!;&,1!2"!=+52"!,(6;#"7!F2(,'!"5&)&%4!$)'!F,+5?!#;&!";+>3!!B;("!("!

;+>!B;&!U21,(5$#&"!F&6$)3!

!

!

T(62%&!]g!B;&!*$)!>(#;!B;&!U$)5()6![4&"!

!
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*+"#!+=!2"!>&%&!02,#(#$"?()6!$)'!+=#&)!)&&'&'!#+!$"?!=+%!;&,13!!I()5&!:!>$"!

$5#()67!(#!>$"!21!#+!#;&!,(6;#()6!'&"(6)&%7!"+2)'!'&"(6)&%!$)'!#&5;)(5$,!'(%&5#+%!#+!

#$?&!)+#&"!+)!#;&!"5&)&%4!$)'!5+"#20&"!'2%()6!#&5;!%&;&$%"$,3!!B;&!#%2"#!#;$#!>$"!

%&W2(%&'!#;%+26;+2#!#;("!1%+5&""!0$'&!2"!$!G&%4!"#%+)6!6%+217!&$"(,4!)&6+#($#()6!

5;$)6&"!#+!+2%!>+%?!$)'!=&&,()6!5+)=('&)#!()!6(G()6!=&&'F$5?!+)!(""2&"!>(#;!+2%!

5+,,&$62&"C3!

! I()5&!=*,&'(+&<$0*&=*,&B(+)$+?&!9,%7!>&!;$G&!'&G("&'!#>+!+#;&%!

1%+'25#(+)"7!=*,&C$)0$.+("&>$5,&.5&D$%0.4$)("&E::$0$,%!$)'!%,30,6/,4&3"(93!&!"#$%&

'()*$+,!>(,,!F&!#;&!,$"#!1&%=+%0$)5&!#;$#!>&!5%&$#&!$#!RB7!$)'!("!$11%+1%($#&!()!

"5+1&!$)'!5+)#&)#3!

 

 

Process and Research: Highway and Fuel Stations 

E;(,&!&$5;!1%+'25#(+)!F4!B;&!U21,(5$#&"!("!'(==&%&)#!()!#;&0&!$)'!=+%07!

#;&%&!$%&!"+0&!$"1&5#"!+=!#;&!1%+5&""!#;$#!;$G&!%&0$()&'!5+)"("#&)#3!B;&!>%(#()67!

%&"&$%5;!$)'!F%$()"#+%0()6!;$11&)"!+G&%!#;&!5+2%"&!+=!$!=&>!0+)#;"7!$)'!#;&!";+>!

("!12#!21!G&%4!W2(5?,43!E&!$""&0F,&!$,,!+=!+2%!>%(#()6!$)'!%&"&$%5;!+)!$!E(?(!+),()&!

#;$#!F&5+0&"!$!'%$0$#2%6(5$,!%&"+2%5&3!!:#!$,,+>"!2"!#+!"&&!$,,!+=!+2%!>+%?!()!+)&!

1,$5&!$)'!1(&5&!#;()6"!#+6&#;&%!$55+%'()6,43!

I(0(,$%!#+!+2%!+#;&%!";+>"7!!"#$%&'()*$+,C"!%&"&$%5;!"#$%#&'!=%+0!1&%"+)$,!

&S1&%(&)5&7!$)'!W2(5?,4!#2%)&'!()#+!$!5+,,$F+%$#(G&!1%+<&5#3!!9)5&!:!5+)G()5&'!#;&!

6%+21!#+!5+0&!+)!F+$%'7!>&!W2(5?,4!6$#;&%&'!+2%!=$G+%(#&!$5#+%"!=+%!$!>+%?";+13!!

*25;!+=!+2%!0$#&%($,!("!6&)&%$#&'!#;%+26;!(01%+G("$#(+)3!!9F<&5#!F$"&'!

1&%=+%0$)5&!%&W2(%&"!$)!()5%&'(F,4!$52#&!"&)"&!+=!1;4"(5$,(#43!!H,,!$##&)#(+)!02"#!F&!

+)!#;&!+F<&5#!$#!$,,!#(0&"3!!:=!#;&!1&%=+%0&%!("!'("&)6$6&'7!#;&!1211&#!+%!+F<&5#!

F&5+0&"!'("&)6$6&'!>(#;!#;&03!!E&!;$G&!,&$%)&'!#;$#!F4!6$#;&%()6!1&%=+%0&%"!=+%!$!

>+%?";+17!>&!5$)!,&$%)!$!,+#!$F+2#!>;$#!>&!)&&'!=+%!$!"1&5(=(5!1%+'25#(+)7!F2#!$,"+!

>;$#!>&!;$G&!#+!5;++"&!=%+03!!_+>!5$)!>&!#$(,+%!#;&!";+>!#+!#;&!#$,&)#!$G$(,$F,&!#+!

2"f!

T+%!!"#$%&'()*$+,@&69&5+,,&$62&"!$)'!:!5+)'25#&'!>+%?";+1"!#;$#!>&!)+>!5$,,!

K+F<&5#!(01%+G3L!!E&!$"?&'!#;&!1$%#(5(1$)#"!#+!F%()6!$)!+F<&5#!#+!#;&!>+%?";+1!$)'!

#;&)!'&G("&!'(==&%&)#!"5&)$%(+"!$%+2)'!&$5;!+F<&5#3!E&!$"?&'!#;&0!#+!();$F(#!#;&"&!

+F<&5#"!#;%+26;!G+(5&!$)'!0+G&0&)#7!#+!()#&%G(&>!#;&!+F<&5#"!$)'!#+!#&,,!$!"#+%4!

$F+2#!#;&!+F<&5#C"!+%(6()3!!B;%+26;!#;&"&!>+%?";+1"!>&!'("5+G&%&'!0$)4!

5+)5,2"(+)"!$F+2#!+2%!%&,$#(+)";(1"!>(#;!+F<&5#"3!B;&!1$%#(5(1$)#"!%&G&$,&'!#;$#!$)!
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()$)(0$#&!+F<&5#C"!0$()!6+$,!("!#+!F&!2"&=2,!$)'!#;$#!1&+1,&!;+,'!+)#+!F&,+G&'!

+F<&5#"!#+!6$()!"#%&)6#;!%&0&0F&%!#;&!1$"#!$)'!1$4!#%(F2#&3!

! B;&!#>&,G&!1$%#(5(1$)#"!'&$,#!>(#;!#$F++!#+1(5"!"25;!$"!"&S!$)'!"2(5('&7!

"+0&#;()6!>&!;$'!)&G&%!>(#)&""&'!()!+2%!1%&G(+2"!>+%?";+1"3!!E;&)!

$)#;%+1+0+%1;(b()6!$)!+F<&5#!(#!$,,+>"!#;&!1&%=+%0&%!#+!#$?&!6%&$#&%!%("?"!$)'!

'&,G&!()#+!0+%&!'$)6&%+2"!#&%%(#+%43!!H#!+)&!1+()#!()!#;&!+F<&5#!(01%+G7!$!1,$"#(5!

[$"#&%!&66!>$"!$##&01#()6!#+!#$,?!$!">+%'!+2#!+=!5+00(##()6!"2(5('&3!!:#!>$"7!$#!

#(0&"7!;20+%+2"7!F2#!$#!+#;&%!0+0&)#"!(#!>$"!"2%1%("()6,4!5$)'('!$)'!>$"!$!0+%&!

;+)&"#!'("52""(+)!$F+2#!"2(5('&!#;&)!:!;$G&!&G&%!"&&)!+)!"#$6&3!!!

! *$)4!+=!#;&!"#+%4!,()&"!5%&$#&'!()!#;&!>+%?";+1!()=+%0&'!#;&!#;&0&"!()!!"#$%&

'()*$+,3!!E&!,&$%)&'!;+>!+2%!+F<&5#"!()$'G&%#&)#,4!"1&$?!#+!+2%!+F"&""(+)!>(#;!

1+""&""(+)!$)'!5+)#%+,3!!I(0(,$%!#+!Y+"&C"!+F"&""(+)!>(#;!F&()6![,G("C!0+"#!1%(b&'!

1+""&""(+)7!>&!$"!;20$)C"!2"&!+F<&5#"!#+!1+%#%$4!"#$#2"3!!!"#$%&'()*$+,!$"?"!

W2&"#(+)"!$F+2#!#;&!G$,2&!+=!+F<&5#"7!&"1&5($,,4!#;+"&!#;$#!;$G&!F&5+0&!(5+)"3!

H=#&%!6$#;&%()6!#;&!()=+%0$#(+)!=%+0!#;&!>+%?";+1"7!B;&!U21,(5$#&"!0&&#!()!

$!"&%(&"!+=!K%&#%&$#"3L!!E&!>(,,!"1&)'!$)4>;&%&!=%+0!#;%&&!#+!#>&,G&!;+2%"!$!>&&?!()!

$!%++0!#+6&#;&%!'(""&5#()6!#;&!()=+%0$#(+)!#;$#!>&!;$G&!5+01(,&'!+)!#;&!E(?(3!![$5;!

>&&?7!&G&%4!0&0F&%!>%(#&"!$!";+%#!"#+%47!1+&0!+%!12%&,4!G("2$,!0+0&)#!#;$#!

()#&%&"#"!;(0!+%!;&%3!!!E&!#$,?!$F+2#!#;&!(0$6&"!$)'!>%(#()6!$)'!>;$#!"#(5?"!+2#!#+!

2"!$)'!>;43!!B+0!>(,,!6$#;&%!#;&!>%(#()67!$)'!1(&5&!#+6&#;&%!$!"5%(1#3!!`;&)6aE&(7!

B%&4!$)'!:!>(,,!$""&0F,&!#;&!(0$6&"!$)'!5+0&!#+!#;&!6%+21!>(#;!"?&#5;&"!$)'!

"#+%4F+$%'"3!!E&!$%&!$%0&'!>(#;!$,,!+=!#;("!()=+%0$#(+)!>;&)!>&!&)#&%!()#+!

%&;&$%"$,!$)'!1%+'25#(+)3!!

[G&)!>(#;!$,,!#;("!()=+%0$#(+)!$)'!$!1,$)!+=!>;&%&!>&!$%&!;&$'&'7!025;!+=!

+2%!1%+5&""!("!()=+%0&'!F4!F&()6!5+0=+%#$F,&!>(#;!#;&!2)?)+>)3!!E&!$,,!&)#&%!()#+!

%&;&$%"$,!2)'&%"#$)'()6!#;$#!#&S#!>(,,!F&!52#!$)'!'&"(6)!5;+(5&"!$,#&%&'3!!92%!

1&%=+%0&%"!$)'!#;&!"1$5&!>&!$%&!()!$%&!<2"#!$"!025;!$!1$%#!+=!#;&!5%&$#(+)!$"!#;&!

"5%(1#!$)'!#;&!'&"(6)3!

:)!#;&!5+01$)4C"!1%+'25#(+)!+=!=*,&C$)0$.+("&>$5,&.5&D$%0.4$)("&E::$0$,%7!>&!

%&"&$%5;&'!B;&!U(+))&!h2()#21,&#"7!=(G&!=$0+2"!`$)$'($)!W2()#"!>;+!>&%&!;+2"&'!

()!$!02"&20!=+%!#;&!=(%"#!1$%#!+=!#;&(%!,(G&"3!B;("!"(#&a"1&5(=(5!1&%=+%0$)5&!>$"!

1&%=+%0&'!+)!$!,+$'()6!'+5?!()!$!F$5?!$,,&4>$4!+)!#;&!RB!`$012"3!B;&!()#&%&"#()6!

,&G&,"!"2%%+2)'()6!#;&!1$%?()6!,+#!&)5+2%$6&'!2"!#+!12#!+2%!$2'(&)5&!()!#;&!5&)#&%!

>(#;!#;&!$5#(+)!;$11&)()6!$,,!$%+2)'!#;&0J!$)!()"('&a+2#!#;&$#&%!()!#;&!%+2)'3!B;&!

G(&>&%"!)&&'&'!#+!#2%)!()!$!5+01,&#&!5(%5,&!#+!"&&!$,,!+=!#;&!$5#(+)!"+!#;&!6%+21!

6$#;&%&'!X\!">(G&,!5;$(%"!#+!2"&!$"!$2'(&)5&!"&$#()63!B;("!'&"(6)!'&5("(+)!()=+%0&'!

025;!+=!>;$#!#;&!1%+'25#(+)!F&5$0&3!!E&!>$)#&'!#+!2#(,(b&!#;&!$2'(&)5&"C!$F(,(#4!#+!

">(G&,!$"!025;!$"!1+""(F,&7!5%&$#()6!F,+5?()6!#;$#!()G+,G&'!%2))()6!()!5(%5,&"!$)'!
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5,(0F()6!#;%+26;!>()'+>"3!!B;&!,(6;#()6!$)'!"+2)'!$,"+!0+G&'!()!$!5(%52,$%!>$47!

&)G&,+1()6!#;&!$2'(&)5&!"1$5&3!!!

!

!

!

!

T(62%&!-g!B;&!T(5#(+)$,!V(=&!+=!_("#+%(5$,!9''(#(&"! !

!
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B;&!U21,(5$#&"!;$G&!>+%?&'!#;("!>$4!&G&%!"()5&3!!H##&01#()6!#+!=()'!+)&!+%!

#>+!'&"(6)!&,&0&)#"!#;$#!'&#&%0()&!#;&!>$4!#;&!1(&5&!0+G&"7!,++?"!$)'!"+2)'"3!!:)!

%,30,6/,4&3"(97!#;&!'&"(6)!&,&0&)#"!>&%&!5$%'F+$%'!F+S&"!$)'!";+&"3!!B;&4!

#%$)"=+%0&'!()#+!0&0+%(&"7!1$%?()6!,+#"!$)'!0+"W2&"!$)'!F&5$0&!$,0+"#!#;&!+),4!

1%+1"!()!#;&!";+>3!!E&!12#!"+2)'!&W2(10&)#!$)'!,(6;#()6!&W2(10&)#!()"('&!#;&0!#+!

6(G&!#;&0!0+%&!,(=&3!!

! H"!$!'&"(6)&%7!:!()#&)#(+)$,,4!#%4!#+!6&#!#;&!$2'(&)5&!#+!#%$)"=+%0!+F<&5#"!=+%!

0&3!!:0$6()$#(+)"!5$)!&$"(,4!$)'!W2(5?,4!F&,(&G&!#;$#!$)!$1%+)!("!$!F$,,!6+>)!+%!$!

1$(%!+=!";+&"!("!$!6%$G&3!!:!+=#&)!$"?!04"&,=J!;+>!5$)!:!&)6$6&!#;&!$2'(&)5&C"!

(0$6()$#(+)!#+!#;&!=2,,&"#!&S#&)#!1+""(F,&f!!_+>!5$)!:!&)5+2%$6&!$!%&#2%)!#+!$!

5;(,',(?&!"&)"&!+=!()G&)#(G&)&""f!!! !

! B;&!&01;$"("!+)!(0$6()$#(+)!$)'!>;(0"4!("!$!5+00+)$,(#4!F&#>&&)!#;&!$%#!

+=!&G&%4!0&0F&%!()!B;&!U21,(5$#&"3!!D&%4!&$%,4!+)!()!#;&!1%+5&""!+=!!"#$%&'()*$+,7!

>&!=+2)'!+2%"&,G&"!%&=&%&)5()6!F"$),&$+&A.+:,4"(+:&$)'!=*,&A$G(4:&.5&EG3!!E&!?)&>!

=%+0!#;&!F&6())()6!#;$#!#;&!1(&5&!>+2,'!F&!)$%%$#&'!F4![,G("C!1()?!`$'(,,$5!MY+"&P7!

"+!$!;&%+C"!<+2%)&4!#41&!#$,&!=&,#!$11%+1%($#&3!!B+0!;$'!$)!()#&%&"#!()!&S1,+%()6!#;&!

6&)%&7!$)'!;+>!>&!0(6;#!F&!$F,&!#+!5%&$#&!$!'($,+62&!F$"&'!"5%(1#!>;&)!+2%!

1%&G(+2"!"5%(1#"!;$'!=+52"&'!+)!)$%%$#(+)3!

B;&!6%+21!"#$%#&'!F4!0$11()6!+2#!#;&!1,$5&"!>&!>+2,'!,(?&!+2%!1%+#$6+)("#!!

#+!#%$G&,3!!A&%;$1"!#;("!>$"!04!()=,2&)5&!$"!$!"5&)(5!'&"(6)&%7!F2#!+2%!=(%"#!W2&"#(+)!

>$"!KE;&%&!'+!>&!>$)#!#;("!<+2%)&4!#+!#$?&!2"fL!!B;&!$)">&%"!>&!5$0&!21!>(#;!

>&%&!B;&!U()&%7![,G("C!*(""(""(11(!_+0&7!B;&!82)?4$%'7!I2)!Y&5+%'"7!c%$5&,$)'7!B;&!

Z(5?&,!$)'!U(0&!I;+1!$)'!B;&!`$%!I;+>3!H,,!+=!#;&"&!,+5$#(+)"!;$'!$!"1&5(=(5!

(01+%#$)5&!#+!#;&!"#+%4!>&!>&%&!#%4()6!#+!#&,,!$)'!#+!#;&!$#0+"1;&%&!>&!>&%&!

5%&$#()63![G&%4!>&&?7!&$5;!0&0F&%!>+2,'!>%(#&!$F+2#!+)&!"1&5(=(5!,+5$#(+)!2"()6!

5;$%$5#&%"!5%&$#&'!=%+0!"5%$#5;!+%!=%+0!;("#+%(5$,!%&"&$%5;3!H=#&%!1+"#()6!#;&0!+)!

#;&!>(?(7!>&!%&$'!#;&!$""(6)0&)#"!$,+2'!$)'!#;&)!'("52""&'!>;$#!>&!,(?&'!$F+2#!

&$5;!1&%"+)C"!>%(#()63!

9=!5+2%"&7!B;&!U21,(5$#&"!$%&!)+#!#;&!=(%"#!6%+21!#+!>+%?!()!#;("!5+,,$F+%$#(G&!

>$43!!!:)!H4$%&C$%)*,4I%&/..8&'(/.2&'$+,%J&'(8$+?&F#(+0&K(4:,&=*,(0,4&$+&0*,&LMNOI%!

";&!&S1,$()"!;+>!#;&!6%+21C"!K12%1+"&!>$"!#+!&S1,+%&!>;$#&G&%!()#&%&"#&'!#;&0!

#;%+26;!1&%=+%0$)5&3!!B;&!&G$)&"5&)5&!+=!1&%=+%0$)5&!$)'!#;&!'4)$0(5"!+=!6%+21!

>+%?!$##%$5#&'!#;&0J!#;&!#%$'(#(+)$,!1%+5&""!+=!1,$4!1%+'25#(+)!'('!)+#L!M]P3!

`%&$#()6!=%+0!$!"&)"&!+=!1&%"+)$,!()#&%&"#!$)'!()G(6+%$#()6!#;&!1%+5&""!>(#;!)&>!

#++,"!$)'!0&#;+'"!>(,,!$,>$4"!5%&$#&!>+%?!#;$#!("!0+%&!()#&%&"#()6!$)'!52%%&)#3!!B;&!

#%$'(#(+)$,!1%+5&""!+=!5%&$#()6!=%+0!#&S#!21>$%'"!>+%?"7!F2#!(#!$,"+!6&)&%$#&"!$!

"(0(,$%!#41&!+=!1%+'25#3!

B;&"&!5+,,$F+%$#(G&!#;&$#&%!6%+21"g!*$F+2!*()&"7![,&G$#+%!Y&1$(%!I&%G(5&7!

$)'!B;&!Y2'&!*&5;$)(5$,"7!<2"#!#+!)$0&!$!=&>7!'+!;$G&!"+0&!#;()6"!()!5+00+)3!!
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H,#;+26;!#;&!>+%?"!G$%4!=%+0!6%+21!#+!6%+217!=%+0!1%+'25#(+)!#+!1%+'25#(+)!$)'!

=%+0!G&)2&!#+!G&)2&7!#;&4!;$G&!$!"(0(,$%!&""&)5&3!!U$,&!E+%",&4!+=!*$F+2!*()&"!

#$,?"!$F+2#!$!K"1(%(#!+=!&S1,+%$#(+)7!+=!+1&)a&)'&'!#;()?()63!!B;&%&!>$"!#%&0&)'+2"!

;20+%7!&)&%647!1$""(+)7!5+00(#0&)#!$)'!;+)&"#43!!B;&!"1(%(#!+=!$%#("#(5!6&)&%+"(#4!

$)'!'&'(5$#(+)!#+!#;&!>+%?7!$)'!(#"!&0&%6&)5&!=%+0!$!G&%4!"1&5(=(5!#(0&!$)'!1,$5&7!("!

#;&!"1(%(#!+=!*$F+2!*()&"L!MT("5;&%!\P3!

:)!04!+1()(+)7!$!,+#!+=!#;&!$F+G&!W2$,(#(&"!$%&!#%$)"=&%$F,&!#+!0$)4!"255&""=2,!

#;&$#&%!5+,,&5#(G&"!>;+!>+%?!=%+0!$!1,$5&!+=!#%2&!5+,,$F+%$#(+)3!E;&)!>+%?()6!>(#;!

$!6%+21!+=!#;&!"$0&!1&+1,&!+G&%!#(0&7!#;&!>+%?!$,"+!F&6()"!#+!$'+1#!#;&!"1(%(#!+=!#;&!

1&+1,&3!H,,!+=!B;&!U21,(5$#&"!>+%?!("!2)'&%!$)!20F%&,,$!#;$#!()G+,G&"!#;&!,(?&"!$)'!

'(",(?&"!+=!#;&!=(G&!5+%&!0&0F&%"3!!H"!$)!$2'(&)5&!0&0F&%!4+2!$%&!1%+F$F,4!

()#&%&"#&'!()!+2%!>+%?!(=!4+2%!()#&%&"#"!;$G&!$!"(0(,$%!$&"#;&#(53!

H"!$!6%+21!>&!;$G&!$!1&)5;$)#!=+%!>;(0"47!;20+%!$)'!"1&5#$5,&3!!92%!

0&&#()6"!$%&!$)4#;()6!F2#!"&%(+2"!$)'!+2%!1,$4=2,!$##(#2'&!#%$)"=&%"!()#+!+2%!>+%?7!

0$?()6!#;&!1(&5&"!,(6;#7!&G&)!>;&)!#;&!"2F<&5#!("!;&$G43!!T+%!()"#$)5&!()!+2%!1(&5&7!

%,30,6/,4&3"(97!$!0&0+%($,!0$%?()6!#;&!].#;!$))(G&%"$%4!+=!I&1#&0F&%!]]#;7!>&!

"#%(G&'!#+!0$?&!$!1(&5&!#;$#!>&)#!F&4+)'!0+2%)()6!$)'!F%+26;#!$F+2#!$!=&&,()6!+=!

5&,&F%$#(+)3!!H!62(#$%!5;+(%!+=!+G&%!-\!62(#$%"!$)'!$!5+)=&##(!5$))+)!0$%?&'!#;&!

=()$,&!+=!#;&!1(&5&3!

!
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T(62%&!Qg!"&1#&0F&%!1,$4!

B;&!6%+21!$,"+!;$"!$!#&)'&)54!#+!0$?&!>+%?!#;$#!("!"&,=!%&=,&S(G&3!!9)&!+=!#;&!

0$<+%!#;&0&"!()!=*,&C$)0$.+("&>$5,&.5&D$%0.4$)("&E::$0$,%!>$"!=()'()6!()'(G('2$,(#4!

>(#;()!$!6%+217!"+0&#;()6!#;$#!&$5;!+=!2"!"#%266,&!>(#;!()!+2%!+>)!1%+5&""3!!!"#$%&

'()*$+,!"#&0"!=%+0!04!+>)!1&%"+)$,!()#&%&"#!()![,G("C!,&6$54!$)'!#;&!+F<&5#(=(5$#(+)!

+=!+F<&5#"3!

B;&!=()$,!"#+%4!;$"!,(##,&!#+!'+!>(#;![,G("!;(0"&,=!F2#!('&$"!+=!%&1,(5$#(+)!$)'!

K+)&a+=a$a?()'"L!1&%0&$#&!#;&!"5%(1#3!!Z+#!+),4!;$"![,G("!F&&)!%&1,(5$#&'!MF4!

(01&%"+)$#+%"P7!F2#!"+!;$"!;("!5$%J!B;&![,G("!Y+"&7!;("!02"(5!$)'!;("!5,+#;&"3!!E&!

'&5('&'!#+!#%&$#![,G("!"(0(,$%,4!#+!B;&!E(b$%'!()!=*,&A$G(4:&.5&EGP!!_&!>$"!#;&!0$)!

F&;()'!#;&!52%#$()7!+),4!()!#;("!"#+%4!4+2!)&G&%!6&#!#+!"&&!;(03!!E&!?)&>!#;$#!(#!

>+2,'!F&!5,+"&!#+!(01+""(F,&!#+!%&1%&"&)#![,G("!#$5#=2,,4!$)'!$552%$#&,47!$)'!(#!>$"!

(01+%#$)#!=+%!0&!#+!%&"("#!#;&!#&01#$#(+)!#+!&S1,+(#!#;&!+G&%>&(6;#7!6,2##+)+2"![,G("!

#;$#!0$)4!+=!2"!(0$6()&!>;&)!>&!;&$%!;("!)$0&3!!H,#;+26;!#;&!('&$!+=!

+G&%5+)"201#(+)!("!$!,$%6&!1$%#!+=!#;&!";+>7!>&!#%(&'!#+!"#$4!$>$4!=%+0![,G("C!

5+)"201#(+)7!$)'!()"#&$'!#$,?!$F+2#!#;&!5+)"201#(+)!F4!;("!=$)"3!

! H)'!#;&!5+)"201#(+)!+=!;("!=$)"!("!;26&!#+!#;("!'$43!!c%$5&,$)'!;$"!F&5+0&!$!

#;&0&!1$%?!#;$#!;2)'%&'"!+=!#;+2"$)'"!+=!1&+1,&!G("(#!&$5;!4&$%3!!B;("!F%()6"!2"!

F$5?!#+!#;&!('&$"!()!+2%!=(%"#!>+%?";+1"3!!:#!("!)+#!#;&!#+4"!()!#;&!6(=#!";+1!#;$#!$%&!

#;&!0+"#!G$,2$F,&!#;()6!+)!#;&!&"#$#&3!!:#!("!#;&!+F<&5#"!()!#;&!;+2"&!#;$#!;+,'!#;&!

0&0+%4!+=!;("!,(=&3!!_+>!'+!4+2!12#!$!1%(5&!+)!#;&"&!+F<&5#"f!!E;$#!(=!#;&"&!+F<&5#"!

5+2,'!#$,?f!
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The Performance: Destination 

A&%=+%0&'!$"!$!,(G&!'%(G&a()!0+G(&7!!"#$%&'()*$+,!1%&0(&%&'!$#!#;&!-.]-!

T2"&F+S!=&"#(G$,!()!H2"#()!B&S$"3!!:#!>$"!$!"1&5#$5,&3!!A&%=+%0&%"!'$)5&'!$0+)6"#!

5$%"!$)'!$2'(&)5&!0&0F&%"!;$'!#;&!$F(,(#4!#+!5+)#%+,!#;&!G+,20&!+=!#;&!

1&%=+%0$)5&7!&$#!1+15+%)!$)'!#$,?!+)!#;&(%!5&,,1;+)&!()!#;&!5+0=+%#!+=!#;&(%!+>)!

G&;(5,&"3!!B;&%&!>&%&!=(G&!"+,'!+2#!1&%=+%0$)5&"!()!#;%&&!'$4"7!()5,2'()6!#>+!

0(')(6;#!";+>"3!

!

T(62%&!Ng![,G("!*$5;()&!

A&%=+%0&'!$#!#;&!$F$)'+)&'!A$%?a$)'aT,4!1$%?()6!,+#!$#!-^..!*$)+%!Y+$'!

+)!H2"#()C"!&$"#!"('&7!#;&!1&%=+%0$)5&!>+2,'!F&!#;&!,$"#!#;()6!#;$#!&G&%!;$11&)&'!()!

#;&!"1$5&!F&=+%&!(#C"!'&"#%25#(+)3!!:#!;$'!F&&)!F+26;#!=+%!'&G&,+10&)#7!$)'!>+2,'!F&!

'&"#%+4&'!";+%#,4!$=#&%!+2%!"1&5#$5,&!+5521$)543!!B;&!;+1&!>$"!#;$#!#;&!

1&%=+%0$)5&!>+2,'!,&#!#;&!"1$5&!,(G&!+)!()!#;&!0&0+%(&"!+=!$2'(&)5&!0&0F&%"3!

!

B;&!F2bb!"2%%+2)'()6!#;&!";+>!>$"!#%&0&)'+2"3!!A&+1,&!,()&'!21!$#!#;&!
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

[VD:I!*H`_:Z[!d!E+%?()6!I5%(1#!$"!+=!Q.i.Ni-.]-3!

 

CHARACTERS 

Rose the Car ! Elvis" pink Caddy and the narrator 

Dick ! Owner of Dick"s Diner, a family friendly fifties eatery 

Dinner People 

Dixie ! Elvis" first girlfriend and our protagonist 

Stranger ! A bunch of instruments and audio equipment in a trench coat 

Male ! A Greaser obsessed with objects of the rich and famous 

Female ! A Greaser obsessed with objects of the rich and famous 

Washing Machine ! an abandoned washing machine 

Dishwasher ! an abandoned dishwasher 

Cardboard Elvis ! A mute Cardboard cutout of Hawaiian Elvis 

Rhinestone Suit ! The outfit Elvis used to perform in 

Tall Object (microphone stand) 

Voices ! people outside Graceland 

Bra 

Underpants 

Uniform 

 

NOTES for CHANGES 

Live in moment after Stranger leaves. Before postcard ! Who was that? What 
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did he want?  

Stranger following her. She just gets out of house in time.  

Plant in diner ! She has super strong memory.  

Cut toaster thing. Instead - Has to pass a test. Get clothes clean. 

Scarf should be/become part of jumpsuit. 

Casket should tell her no. Maybe needs scarf not suit. It wasn"t like I thought ! 

I"m just as much of a groupie. But this suit should be mine.  

Villain ! apply to stranger, apply to greasers, apply to rose, apply to Dixie. 

Maybe Dixie is the problem, maybe Elvis was the problem.  

Add Joy of driving. 

 

Frequency 94.3  
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Five-minute call and video call 

Sara has a sound cue 

Joseph GO with music 

ACT ONE 

DICK"s DINER 

 

(Big fat dance number inside Dixie!s head.) 

 

(Thunder. Rain. The neon light of DICK!s DRIVE THRU flickers on. Dixie 

talks to the customers as she pours coffee, places orders.) 

 

Holly. Elissa. Callie. Travis as stranger. Dixie SR 

 

 

 

DIXIE 

looks like a pretty low day - no matter.  

What'll ya have? 

 

PATRON 1 

Fried Eggs.  

 

DIXIE 
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White Toast.  

 

PATRON 1 

Coffee. 

 

 (SHE rings a Bell.) 

 

PATRON 2 

Fried Eggs-  

 

DIXIE 

Rye Toast- 

 

PATRON 2 

Side of grits- 

 

DIXIE 

Fruit Cup- 

 

PATRON 2 

Coffee- 

 

 (SHE rings a Bell.) 

 

PATRON 3 
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Fried Eggs-  

 

DIXIE 

Pumpernickel- 

 

PATRON 

Side of grits-  

 

DIXIE 

Bacon- 

 

PATRON 

Fruit Cup- 

 

DIXIE 

Banana Pudding- 

 

PATRON 

Coffee. 

 

 (SHE rings a Bell.) 

 

DIXIE 

What about you, fella ! what can I get for you? 
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STRANGER 

Eggs and Sausages. 

 

DIXIE 

Anything else? 

 

STRANGER 

Eggs and Sausages. 

 

DIXIE 

Dick. Order Up.  

 (SHE rings a Bell.) 

Coffee? It comes with coffee- Everything comes with coffee. 

 

(Stranger raises his mug, Dixie pours.) 

 

 

DIXIE 

You need anything, you call my name. 

Dixie Lock 

Says it right there on my uniform. 

Can you still call it a uniform if it"s the only clothes you own? 

This is all I do - 

Day after day of scuttling pie,  

dumping the coffee grinds,  
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scraping fried eggs off of cheap plates.  

I was born two gas stations away from Memphis  

and never moved. 

You know what"ll cheer us up, a song. 

 

PATRON 

Oh no. Can"t you play a different Elvis song? 

 

DIXIE 

It"s the only song of his I can stand. 

 

(Dixie makes a show of getting a quarter from the register. Just as 
she is about to put it in the jukebox she hesitates.) 

 

DIXIE 

Hm.  

So this is a 1950"s diner#. 

But which year it"s supposed to be. 

I mean, 

it can"t be all the years at once. 

I think it should be 1954. That was the best year. 

 

The following actions are distinct and theatrical: 

Dixie puts a quarter in the jukebox. 

Quarter clinks in. 
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Wind begins to blow. 

Jukebox picks up a record. 

A few drops of rain. 

An Elvis song plays " something gospel-y " it is slightly higher pitched. 

The objects in the diner subtly react " glowing or swaying slightly. 

the rain picks up. 

The song distorts more. 

THE RECORD BREAKS! 

THE DOORS FLY OPEN! 

THE STORM BLOWS IN! 

The dark STRANGER turns for the first time. 

The Stranger has a tape deck for a face and microphones for hands. 

Dixie sees him run out. 

 

DIXIE 

Mister, you can't leave in this storm!  

 

Finally, the doors close. 

It is quiet. 

 

PATRONS 

Who was that stranger? 

Seemed like a weird-o. 

What did he want? 

Gonna get a right soaking. 
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He even leave a tip? 

 

 Dixie goes to where the stranger sat. 

 

 Dixie picks something up. 

 

TITLE: ELVIS IS DEAD.  

 

TITLE: REMEMBER HIS LAST WISHES. 

 

SOUND: Clips of Elvis!s death. 

$ 

Casa de la Dixie (and a vision of Graceland) 

Music: short underscore 

 

 ROSE THE CAR. Alone. Like a jazz singer with the band in the wings. 

Rose is up on the tower SL side of the booth. Recording "all flags to be flown 
at half staff." Dixie is sitting in a clump DSC. revving car engine.   

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Dixie was$Elvis' first love 

but I was his$second. 

Elvis never loved nobody Dixie and me. 

His pink Cadillac the Elvis Rose.  

He never loved nobody more his whole life. 

Not his mama. 
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Not his daughter.$ 

Not even his god - rock 'n' roll. 

But this isn't my story. 

This is Dixie's story. 

This is the story of how Dixie spent year's in neutral 

And then finally shifted to drive.  

Or, how we all have to turn on our headlights before we can see.  

 

 Enter Dixie. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Dixie was awful bent up after she heard Elvis died. 

Wiper fluid running down her face. 

Mascara leaking everywhere. 

Dixie looked around her house, 

Which was actually an apartment. 

She saw the James Dean pillow. 

She saw the Marilyn Monroe can of Kidney Beans. 

She saw the Dick Van Dyke Duvet Cover 

But most of(rose on landing) all she saw the Elvis figurine. 

She saw the Elvis poster. 

She saw the Elvis mug with his face bloated from all the drugs. 

Not knowing who to turn to for answers, 

Dixie questioned her only source for news- 

Her radio alarm clock. 
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 DIXIE talks to her alarm clock. 

 

DIXIE 

Did you know what happened? 

How could you let me leave the house without telling me?  

How could Elvis die? 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

How could a radio alarm clock answer such questions? 

All it could say was- 

 

 Alarm-y beeps. 

 

DIXIE 

Thanks for you for your words. 

That's mighty sweet of you  

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Thank god she had her radio alarm clock for comfort. 

Dixie and that radio alarm clock would cuddle up every night 

and it would sing lullabies of the news in Graceland. 

 

Another Radio clip from Elvis! house. Lots of people gathered. 
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ROSE THE CAR 

She was heartened to hear that people gathered to show tribute, 

But then radio alarm began to sing a different tune, a sour note. 

 

 Another Clip. #A thief has been stealing things from graceland.$ 

Joseph has some lines 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Dixie reeled from the news like movie projector. 

 

DIXIE 

This is scandalous. Outrageous. Appalling-ous. 

Elvis" house ain"t no place for these disrespecting, no good, thieving BUZZARDS! 

 

ROSE 

She was disgusted by all the Buzzards 

Who only wanted to leach memory and steal all his stuff. 

When she got this angry she would throw her shoes at alarm clock radio (Holly 
run around from behind to SR to catch the shoes) 

who was never fast enough to get out of the way. 

 

DIXIE 

What if someone steals the Rhinestone Suit? 

 

ROSE 
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she wondered would other people remember  he wanted to be buried in that 

suit? Her soul cried out to carry out his wishes ! and bury him in HIS rhinestone 

suit. 

 

 

Alarm-y beeps. 

 

DIXIE 

#you"re right. Someone should do something. 

 

Dixie takes off apron.  

Puts on her coat.  

And generally gets ready for an adventure. 

 

This is a moment of transformation, see? 

 

DIXIE 

Oh, rhinestone suit. 

I won't let all those buzzards take you away. 

You're going to go where you belong. (Getting tossed up shoes from holly, 
Elissa hand her waitress hat from US edge) 

Even if I have to do it myself - 

Which is a long journey if you have 

no money, 

no transportation, 

and no sense of direction. 
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ROSE THE CAR 

Dixie hadn't much sense all together. 

but that's just a personal opinion. 

I'll keep those to a minimum. 

But sometimes it can't be helped. 

 

Alarm-y beeps. 

 

DIXIE 

It don"t matter if I don"t got a car ! I got legs. GO TREADMILL 1: facing 
SR.  

 

ROSE THE CAR 

And so Dixie set out. 

What happened next was a series of events that is mostly indescribable. 

I would use words like quixotic and noisily and perhaps even fribulant- 

which is a word I made up for the occasion. 

Does this make any sense? 

How about these words: 

Doorknob, coat rack, and record album. 

And maybe 

Toothbrush parade, 

Unmovable pencil, 

And the Hungry Refrigerator. 
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Maybe I should just show you. 

 

After utilizing the facilities  

(which most adventures conveniently forget)  

Dixie walked. 

And walked. 

And walked. (Dixie exit SL from platform) 

 

This happens. 

 

Meanwhile, at Graceland. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Meanwhile, at Graceland# 

Past the throngs of people, 

And inside the house, 

Awful things were occurring. 

 

The sound of a crowd outside. 

 

Among the growing din are a few distinct voices- 

 

VOICES OUTSIDE 

(off stage) 

We want to see Elvis house. 
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No one is allowed in. 

We want to say good-bye. 

We want to thank him for his music. 

I"m sorry. 

 

As this conversation happens- 

 

Two greaser crows slink in " One male and one female. Cawing around 

the parking lot. Snooping inside cars climbing up onstage R and L  

 

And by crows, I mean people with magpie tendencies. It!s a metaphor, 

see? 

 

They eye the stuff. The stuff cowers. Guitar underscore.  

 

FEMALE 

Psst. 

 

MALE 

Psst. 

 

FEMALE 

Pssst. 

$ 

MALE 

Pssst. 
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FEMALE 

Psssssst. 

 

MALE 

Psss- 

 

 FEMALE cuts him off and points. 

 

MALE 

Yesss. 

 

FEMALE 

Oh, yes? 

 

MALE 

Yes. Distinctly. Definitely. Look. 

 

FEMALE 

Oh yes look. Sparkly. 

 

MALE 

Shall we do? 

 

FEMALE 
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Yes lets. 

 

MALE 

Let"s get to doin". 

 

FEMALE 

Doin" the doin". 

 

Picks up an object " a candy dish. 

Daria is SL Diego is SR 

 

FEMALE 

How much are you worth candy dish? 

 

MALE 

Hm. Not much. 

 

FEMALE 

Keep or trash? 

 

MALE 

Hm. Probably# 

 

FEMALE 

Trash or keep? 
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MALE 

#a wedding present. 

 

FEMALE 

I"m gonna smash it to pieces! 

 

MALE 

#from his mother. 

 

FEMALE 

You think? 

A wedding present from his mother?! 

 

MALE 

Oooooh Mother. 

 

FEMALE 

Mommy issues. 

 

MALE 

%Oh mommy.& 

 

FEMALE 

%Hold me mommy.& 
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MALE 

%I"m scared mommy.& 

 

FEMALE 

A sweet dish from his mother-  

They are DSC then split Daria SR and Diego SL  

 

MALE 

His mother, the sweet dish. 

 

FEMALE 

You want? 

 

MALE 

I"ll take. 

 

FEMALE 

Let"s take. 

 

They put the candy dish in a sack " it calls out, but it too late. 

 

MALE 

Let"s Take. 
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Takes another object. 

 

FEMALE 

And take. 

 

Another object. 

 

MALE 

And take. 

 

Another object. 

 

FEMALE 

And# 

 

Sees something glimmer among the clothes. 

 

MALE 

What? 

 

FEMALE 

(Sniff sniff) 

...You smell that? 

$ 

MALE 
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I smell you# 

$ 

FEMALE 

No#something#$ 

(Sniff sniff) 

#Sweet# 

$ 

MALE 

#I do smell it# Like butter pecans#and# 

(Sniff sniff) 

Licorice# 

$ 

Female pulls out the RHINESTONE jumpsuit on a hanger USC. . 

 

FEMALE 

Oh-ho-ho. 

 

She shows it off. 

 

FEMALE 

Look-y. Look-y. 

 

MALE 

I see. How could I not see? 
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FEMALE 

Because it might blind you, 

Like staring into the rock and roll sun. 

 

MALE 

I think I"m in love. 

 

FEMALE 

I think I"m in lust. 

 

MALE 

Man, I"d do that rhinestone suit. 

 

FEMALE 

Man, I"d do it and not call the next day. 

 

MALE 

Man, I"d do it with some kinky role play. 

 

FEMALE 

Man, I"d do it with all sorts of toys. 

 

MALE 

I would make sweet, sweet object love to that rhinestone jumpsuit right here 
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and now in front of god and everything. Amen. 

 

FEMALE 

I saw her first. 

 

MALE 

I saw her second. 

 

FEMALE 

I saw her third. 

 

MALE 

My passion is honest. 

 

FEMALE 

My passion is stronger. 

 

MALE 

My passion is firmer. 

(circling each other at c) 

 

FEMALE 

Is not. 

 

MALE 
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Is too. 

 

 

FEMALE 

Is not. 

 

MALE 

Is- 

 

FEMALE 

Stop! Jump back! 

This house is the find of a century of American Iconnery. 

Let"s not peck each others eyes out. 

There is enough for everyone. 

And by everyone I mean- 

Enough for the two of us. 

We won"t just take this sparkly rag- 

 

MALE 

We"ll take all of it. 

 

FEMALE 

As much as we can carry. 

 

MALE 
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As much as these wings can hold. 

 

MALE puts things in FEMALE!s arms. 

 

MALE 

I"ll pile on you. 

 

FEMALE 

And you pile on me. 

 

FEMALE dumps arm load to MALE. 

 

She scoops up even more " 

Then suddenly freezes. 

 

FEMALE 

Wait. 

 

The sound of the crowd rises. 

 

VOICES 

We want to see Elvis"s house. 

You"ll have to wait with everyone else. 

 

FEMALE 
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Hear that? 

 

MALE 

Let"s fly. GO TREADMILL 2 

 

They dash off, leaving the suit accidentally. 

 

More crowd sounds. 

 

MALE runs back in and grabs the RHINESTONE suit. 

 

 

INTERVIEW 

 

DIXIE 

Any news Alarm-y? (radio clip plays Sammy Davis Jr. Clip) 

 

 Dixie is walking. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

All the while Dixie was#Looks like we might be here a while, folks. 

 

Let"s pass the time with an interview. (suit enters) 

I think we really didn"t get to hear what the rhinestone suit had to say. 

So here, joining me, is the rhinestone suit. 
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Applause sign and applause. 

 

Rhinestone suit enters. X SR. Dixie is walking on the treadmill USC.  

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Well Mr. Suit. Can you tell us what happened? 

 

SUIT 

Certainly Rose the Car# 

 

ROSE THE CAR  

Dear Mr. Rhinestone Suit or should I say Ms. Rhinestone Suit...what's that? Oh, 
you just want to be called Rhinestone Suit. No, honey, that's fine by me. Let a 
thing called what it wants to be called. Rhinestone Suit, are you an original? 

$ 

SUIT 

Original. $Ha! $Ba! $Ra! Stone by stone. Stitch by stitch. $I am made out of the 

imagination, the impossible and many many calluses. 

$ 

 

ROSE THE CAR  

You were obviously inspired by some garments before you. Can you talk about 
your heritage? 

$ 

SUIT 
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I was made by the great Nudie Kahn. $I was inspired by the rainbow splitting 

through a drop of rain in a diamond mine. $I was born with a cape and a belt. 

$But the crowd stole them. $They ripped me apart. 

 

ROSE THE CAR  

And what's the best part about being a Rhinestone Suit?$ 

$ 

SUIT 

Other then being beautiful? 

$ 

ROSE THE CAR 

It seems to me you might be easy to recognize. Do you ever wanna hide out?$ 

$ 

SUIT 

Compare me to a fake pair of titties. $If you had double D's put in, wouldn't you 

want to show them off? $(looks Rose up and Down). $Believe me, you would. 

$$ 

$ROSE THE CAR 

What's your favorite flavor of Ice Cream? 

$ 

SUIT 

Rocky road with cherry sauce and bacon. 

$$ 

ROSE THE CAR  

If you and I made a baby what would it look like? 
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$ 

SUIT 

I don"t know, but my ex girlfriend was a mop and I always thought our babies 

would look like a white haired Tina Turner. (applause) 

 

ROSE THE CAR  

Rhinestone Suit, how do you defecate? 

 

SUIT 

Wouldn't you like to know? $Let's just say I don't need a butt flap. 

$ 

ROSE THE CAR  

What did Elvis feel like inside of you? 

$ 

SUIT 

He felt sweaty and hairy and like he could barely hold me up. $I carry a lot of 

weight. 

$ 

ROSE THE CAR  

I heard he once let his buddy try you on when they were both stoned. What was 
that like? 

$ 

SUIT 

Pretty funny. $We all couldn't stop laughing. $Sometimes I look in the mirror and 

realize how ridiculous I am. 

$ 
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ROSE THE CAR  

He wants to be buried inside of you. Does that mean you die too? How do you 
feel about that? 

$ 

SUIT 

I am honored, but scared. $I know after many many many many many years I 

will be ripped apart by the earth, slowly and thread by thread. $But I will be 

buried with a King. $ 

 

END OF ACT I 

 

 

 

ACT TWO 

On the Road 

 

Song: walk a mile in my shoes.   

%With media and walking facing SL rise exit SL and suit exit SR  

 

ROSE THE CAR 
So again Miss Dixie walked 
And walked 

And- 

I can"t help but say, 

That as a car, 

I find all this walking, 

A bit of an affront. 

 

Sun Records 

ROSE THE CAR 
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Anyway, 

Drawn by the beckoning neon glow, 

Dixie and her alarm clock friend 

Found themselves among the smells of Beale street. 

 

DIXIE 

I don"t think we are in the suburbs anymore. 

I sure do hope this shortcut is faster 

Because I don"t like it here one bit. 

 

Dixie walks past a window display at a record shop. 

 

There is a cardboard cut out of Elvis from his Hawaiian period. 

 

When Dixie isn!t looking it starts dancing. 

 

Dixie stops. Looks. But just before she turns her head- 

 

Cardboard Elvis stops. 

 

She slowly turns her head forward. 

 

Cardboard Elvis dances. 

 

She snaps her head back. 
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Cardboard Elvis stops. 

 

ROSE 

As she continued on her way 

A certain window display caught her eye 

 

DIXIE 

Am I just imagining things, Alarm-y? 

 

Alarm-y beeps, unsure. 

 

Elvis leaves. 

 

Alarm-y beeps at Dixie to look back. 

 

Dixie sees that Cardboard Elvis is gone. 

 

DIXIE 

Strange-I-er and strange-I-er. 

 

Playfully, Cardboard Elvis re-appears. 

 

DIXIE 

(surprised) 
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Oh. Is that thing moving? 

 

Cardboard Elvis waves hello. 

 

DIXIE 

Oh hello there. 

 

Dixie waves back. 

Treadmill changed to other direction 

Cardboard Elvis keeps waving. 

 

DIXIE 

Are you friendly? 

 

Cardboard Elvis abruptly stops. 

 

A tall skinny object creeps out of the darkness. 

 

Dixie does not see it. 

 

DIXIE 

(to Cardboard Elvis.) 

Can I get you something? 

 

Cardboard Elvis just stares as the tall object gets closer and closer. 
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Alarm-y lets out a small beep. 

 

DIXIE 

You"re right. Maybe we should get going. 

 

Cardboard Elvis waves again. 

 

DIXIE 

Okay# bye now. 

 

Cardboard Elvis shakes head. Meanwhile the tall object is ever closer. 

 

DIXIE 

What is it? 

 

Cardboard Elvis gestures to her to come closer. 

 

She leans in. 

 

Suddenly microphone chords wrap around her wrists and drag her off 
kicking and screaming. 

 

DIXIE 

Hey what is the meaning of this? Help! Help! 
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Alarm-y beeps wildly. 

 

Another object picks up alarm-y and scampers off. 

 

ROSE laughs. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

I know I shouldn"t laugh. 

But I know everything turns out fine. 

It"s the same reason I can be amused to see Dixie tied up. 

No harm will come to her. 

Just like no harm came to Elvis. 

I mean, no one ever died standing up.  

 

 

DIXIE 

I think you got the wrong gal. 

I ain"t nobody. 

Just a waitress at a 1950"s diner. 

And to answer your question, 

I don"t know exactly what year it"s supposed to be. 

 

The STRANGER appears. Dixie cannot see the Stranger. 
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DIXIE 

So this is alla big misunderstadin". 

If you jus let me go- 

 

THE STRANGER 

It"s you we want Dixie Locke. 

And you"re little Alarm Clock too. 

 

DIXIE 

I don"t know what your wanting, but you got no right to hold me here. 

 

THE STRANGER 

We couldn"t be sure you"d come. So we had our washing machine friend point 

you in the right direction. 

 

DIXIE 

Who are you? 

 

THE STRANGER 

We"re not the one you should worry about. There is a villain destroying Elvis" 

legacy. 

 

DIXIE 

I know about those two weirdos who took the Rhinestone Suit. 
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THE STRANGER 

They"re nothing compared to the villain. The villain wants to replace everything 

Elvis owned with Replicas ! destroying everything original about the man 

himself. Getting back the suit is only one part. We can even tell you where to 

find it# 

 

DIXIE 

Why are you helping me? 

 

THE STRANGER 

We want what you want. 

 

DIXIE 

I ain"t so certain I trust you. 

 

THE STRANGER 

#it might be because we tied you up# 

 

 

DIXIE 

You"re darn right it might.  

It ain"t polite to tie up a lady.  

You should be ashamed of yourself.  

What would your mother think?  

What would Elvis think? 
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THE STRANGER 

We"re sorry. 

 

Stranger gives a signal. Chords go slack. 

 

Dixie sees him for the first time. 

 

DIXIE 

Hey ! I know you. 

You came into the restaurant. 

 

THE STRANGER 

You must have us mistaken. 

 

DIXIE 

I never forget a face. 

I never forget anything. 

I have every memory burned in me like a cattle prod. 

My mind carries the bible of my life. 

Every little thing that ever happened. 

And how could I forget that you told me Elvis died. 

You told me before it was even announced on the radio. 

 

THE STRANGER 

I have my sources. 
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DIXIE 

Did you have him killed? 

 

THE STRANGER 

No! I would never. (Never Ever.) 

 

DIXIE 

What happened to your voice? 

 

THE STRANGER 

Nothing. (Yeah, nothing.) (Shut up.) (You shut up.) 

 

 

DIXIE 

What"s going on? 

 

Dixie opens the coat " objects spill out. 

 

DIXIE 

Why you"re nothing but recording equipment. 

 

THE STRANGER 

Yes, well# 

We didn"t mean to trick you. 
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We need your help. 

And I prefer the term object-Americans. 

So will you help us? 

 

DIXIE 

Are you Elvis"s recording equipment? 

 

THE STRANGER 

Well#yes. 

That"s us. 

So sad what happened. 

(etc.) 

 

DIXIE 

And is this# 

 

Light spills on wall of gold records. 

 

THE STRANGER 

Welcome to Sun Records. 

 

GOLD RECORDS 

Hi Dixie! 

 

DIXIE 
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It"s so nice to meet you. 

All of you. 

For you guys I"ll certainly try to help. 

I stop this villain and get the rhinestone suit along the way. 

 

THE STRANGER 

I know how to get there. 

Me too. 

And me. 

You just need to- 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

And so they tell her. 

Blah Blah Blah. 

Told you there was no reason to worry. 

Except for that fact, 

That Dixie"ll probably start walking again. 

I"m sorry folks but that just gets my undercarriage in a twist. 

 

ODE TO THE CAR 

$ 

ROSE 

Take for instance these fine specimens we have with us here tonight. 

Can we get some of those lights on. 
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They"re some nice lights, they're pretty.  

We ought to get our money"s worth. 

And If we are gonna do a thing, 

lets do it proper. 

Take a look. 

When"s the last time you gazed with affection at a car? 

The car 

the most American of inventions, 

the most American of things 

the most American of America - God Bless! 

They imprison you for 16 years 

And then ! freedom! 

The trees whizzing past your eyes  

and the moon following along. 

You can play your music as loud as you want. 

You can sing as loud as you want. 

And no one will yell or look at you funny. 

 

Greasers enter ON BICYCLE AND A SCOOTER interact with people in cars.  

 

In fact, let"s do that. 

Let"s get a little music going. 

 

 (Band plays walk a mile in my shoes.) 
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No not that. 

 

 (The band plays %rubber necking.&) 

 

Better. 

Now, 

Let"s really do this. 

Some of you sing out loud. 

Some of you start honking the horn. The horn's where danger is. 

And those of you who have been waiting to make out, 

Now is the time. 

This play needs you to make out. 

This play cannot go on until smooches have been given. 

 

 (Dixie starts singing the song.) 

 

 (Finish with a %stop look and listen. It's alright with me, it's alright with 

me.) 

 

Oh yeah. 

That was good. GO TREADMILL 

$ 

We should probably check in the story. 

Hope we didn"t miss anything# 
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 DIXIE walking. From USR stairs  

 

ROSE 

Oh, look who"s walking. 

Some one put up a sign. 

 

 A sign lights up: Various & Sundry. 

 

SWITCH TREADMILL DIRECTION 

 

 

ROSE 

Thank you. BEN SLOWS DOWN AND STOPS TREADMILL and 
CHANGE DIRECTIONS 

 

VARIOUS & SUNDRY SHOP 

$ 

ROSE THE CAR 

Dixie had found the place she was looking for 

Various & Sundry. 

A used store.  

After hours.  

Or before.  

Both I guess. 

Dixie wondered how many hours before the sun would rise, 
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And with it; a new day. 

And with it; the kings funeral. 

% 

Our friendly neighborhood greaser Magpies: One male, one female. % 

 

% 

Female digs through a pile of clothes. 

% 

Male is behind a partition, changing. 

% 

Female finds a jacket. 

$ 

FEMALE 

Oooh. 

$ 

MALE 

What? 

$ 

FEMALE 

Ooooooh. 

$ 

MALE 

Did you find something? 

$ 
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$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ She puts on the jacket. Admires herself. 

 

$ 

MALE 

What did you find? 

$ 

FEMALE 

Yessss. 

$ 

MALE 

Is it delicious? I want a taste. 

$ 

FEMALE 

I"m James Dean. 

$ 

MALE 

Oh yeah? 

$ 

FEMALE 

James fucking Dean 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ She is. She looks like James Dean. 

THEY ARE UPON THE TOWER. DIEGO SL and Daria SR 

$ 
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FEMALE 

Smell me. 

Ima rebel with no cause. 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ A hand pops out from the partition, it gestures to come closer. 

$ 

MALE 

Lemme see. 

$ 

FEMALE 

You ain't getting this. 

$ 

MALE 

Who says I need you? 

I"m Marylyn Monroe. 

$ 

FEMALE 

Lies. 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Defiantly a glove is put on the hand. 

$ 

FEMALE 

Show. 
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$ 

MALE 

I don"t think you are ready. 

You"re going to orgasm yourself when you see this. 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Dixie and Alarm Clock enter. 

$ 

DIXIE 

Excuse me# 

$ 

FEMALE 

Jump back! who the fuck are you? 

DOWN ON THE LANDING 

$ 

DIXIE 

My name is Dixie and this is- 

$ 

FEMALE 

This stuff. This stuff is our stuff. 

$ 

DIXIE 

We don"t want- 

 

MALE 
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Who"s out there? 

$DS EDGE TOWER ABOVE.  

 

$ 

FEMALE 

Some Dixie wants to steal our stuff! 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ He enters. He has the Marilyn outfit over his greaser clothes. 

$ 

MALE 

This stuff is our stuff. 

$ 

FEMALE 

You"re right. I totally orgasm-ed myself. 

$ 

MALE 

You want stuff. Get your own. 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ They begin to put their things away. 

$ 

DIXIE 

Listen Ya"ll, all I"m tryin to do is get myself to Graceland. 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Magpies stop. 
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$ 

FEMALE 

Oh. 

$ 

MALE 

Oh. 

$ 

FEMALE 

You thinking- 

$ 

MALE 

Yeah. 

$ 

FEMALE 

She wants something. 

$ 

MALE 

Is that right, girl. You want something. 

$ 

DIXIE 

Yeah. I guess so. 

$ 

MALE 

What will you give for it? 
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$ 

FEMALE 

What you got? 

$ 

DIXIE 

What do you want? 

$ 

MALE 

What do we$want? 

$ 

FEMALE 

What do$we$want? 

$ 

MALE 

We want stuff that sparkles. 

$ 

DIXIE 

Like diamonds? 

$ 

MALE 

Diamonds?! 

$ 

FEMALE 

I puke diamonds. 
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$ 

MALE 

We want stuff with that real star dust. 

$ 

FEMALE 

Yeah Yeah yeah. 

$ 

DIXIE 

Like what? 

$ 

MALE 

She wants to see the collection. 

$ 

DIXIE 

I didn"t say that. 

$ 

FEMALE 

We can"t show her the collection. 

$ 

MALE 

If we show her than we get to# preen. 

$ 

FEMALE 

She"s just here to trick us out of our stuff. 
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$ 

MALE 

This one? Look at this face. Dull as a rock. 

$ 

FEMALE 

(to Dixie) 

Count yourself lucky that you are so stupid. 

$ 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ The magpies pop out one at a time having added to their costume. 

 

$Circling the tower booth each time DS of it per item Joseph plays a punk 

rock anthem with the items as the lyrics.  

 

 

FEMALE 

Buddy Holly"s Glasses 

$ 

 

MALE 

JFK"s Tie 

$ 

FEMALE 

Lucille Ball"s cigarette with lipstick print. 
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MALE 

Lyndon B Johnson"s old chewing Gum 

 

FEMALE 

The Right side of Einstein"s brain (kinda useless) 

 

MALE 

Jimi Hendrix"s Guitar Pick 

 

FEMALE 

Charles Manson"s coffee mug. 

$ 

MALE 

Sammy Davis Junior"s tin-foil hat. 

 

FEMALE 

Hitler"s Moustache 

$ 

MALE 

Eleanor Roosevelt"s Moustache 

 

FEMALE 

Carol Channing"s false Teeth 
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MALE 

Picasso"s ear 

 

FEMALE 

Freud"s Cigar 

$ 

MALE 

Jim Morrison"s penis. 

 

FEMALE 

Eleanor Roosevelt"s penis- 

 

$ 

DIXIE 

Stop! Look, Listen! I don"t have time to see your collection. 

 

$D&D on the DS side of tower 

 

MALE 

But you must. 

$ 

FEMALE 

Yes you really must. 
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$ 

DIXIE 

I need to get to Graceland. 

$ 

MALE 

Noooo! We were just getting started. 

$ 

FEMALE 

It"s for the best. She"s not worthy. 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ She spits. 

$ 

DIXIE 

I am too. (x to USL corner platform) 

$ 

FEMALE 

See! Dull! 

$ 

DIXIE 

I"m not Dull. I-I-I-I came to see about the Rhinestone Suit. 

$ 

FEMALE 

She knows about the suit. 
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MALE 

The Suit! 

 

DIXIE 

He wanted to be buried in that suit. I need to take it back to him in Graceland. 

 

FEMALE 

How do you know about the suit? 

 

MALE 

And who are you anyway? (on the railing lower rung up above) 

 

FEMALE 

She"s a nobody who wants our stuff. 

$ 

DIXIE 

Dixie Locke. 

$ 

MALE 

Who? 

$ 

FEMALE 

Nobody. 

$ 

DIXIE 
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I was his first girlfriend. 

$ 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ Wide, wide grins for the magpies. 

$ 

MALE 

Were you# 

 

FEMALE 

You don"t say# 

$ 

MALE 

I think she did just say# 

$ 

FEMALE 

Yes she did# 

$ 

MALE 

Well that changes everything. 

 

DIXIE 

It does? 

 

FEMALE 

You betcha. 
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DIXIE 

So you"ll give me the suit? 

 

MALE 

If you prove. 

 

FEMALE 

Prove that you are worthy. 

 

DIXIE 

Well, there is a story. 

 

 Transition into Flashback. 

 

FLASHBACK 

This is a video. Greasers and Dixie sit DSC platform 

 

 A daisy print couch. 

 

 A dream-y memory heavy recorded narration from Dixie begins. 

 

 In darkness 

 

DIXIE 
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When I broke up with Elvis, we in my mother's living room. 

$ 

 Image of house. Car comes in during next section. 

 

The date hadn't gone as planned.  

The drive in movie was a bust,  

the popcorn was stale and sitting in the car;  

we both knew something wasn't quite right.  

Even the car knew.  

We drove home in silence. 

 

 Car parks. 

 

Embroidered hankie dried my eyes so that HE couldn"t see me crying. 

 

 Close up on walking in.$ 

 

He walked me inside,  

like he always did. 

The tectonic plate that is/was our relationship leaning toward a slow gradual 
movement  

rather than a seismic earthquake.  

 

 They sit. 
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We cared too much for one another to cause a violent destruction.  

This would be a gentle rumble and not Krakatoa. 

$ 

 Plane goes by. 

 

 Close up on Dixie. 

 

I sat at the furthest end of the couch.  

I couldn't be any closer or we would both be overcome.  

 

 Close up on Elvis. 

 

And it wasn't right to be overcome with Mother and Father in the next room 
watching the television. The laugh track interrupting our weighted silence, 
every so often.  

 

 Both of them on couch. 

 

Inside I asked the questions:  

How did it come to this?  

Did I not take good care of us?  

Do we really want different things, really?  

 

 Wide shot. Bug goes by. 

 

This wasn't the way Mama taught me to break up  
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and I secretly wondered how I knew that;  

who or what, in fact, teaches us how to break up?  

How to let each other go?  

Sitting on the plastic cover of the paisley couch,  

our relationship is a very real thing,  

something that existed between us.  

How would we destroy something that 'is' with courtesy? 

 

 Close up Elvis 

$ 

ELVIS 

#I like your scarf. 

$ 

 Close up Dixie. 

 

DIXIE 

Do you want to see it? 

 

 Close up on Scarf. 

 

 Close up on Dixie. Pass scarf. 

 

The gesture,  

though courteous,  

didn't make logistical sense.  
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He was obviously close enough to get a good look. 

 

 Close up on scarf. Elvis gets it. 

 

But I was relieved to have a job, a destination, an object to engage.  

The scarf was a welcome distraction, a safety net from the formality and 
torture of this moment. 

As the sun went down 

I worried he couldn"t get a proper view in the darkening room. 

$ 

  Elvis has scarf.  

 

I clicked the switch  

and the scarf sparkled like the whole milky way.  

 

 Scarf sparkles. 

 

The dazzle invited us to look at one another.  

 

 Close up both, shot sparkle. Elvis stands up during section. 

 

To see where we stood,  

to examine the fractures that had been made tonight with one another  

and by one another.  

And the scarf confirmed what they were silently concluding all night long;  
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Elvis put his hand around the rhinestone beads. They felt smooth, like an 
instrument. 

 

 Close up on Elvis. 

$ 

ELVIS 

It"s pretty 

$ 

 Close up on Dixie 

 

DIXIE 

#Keep it. 

 

 Wide shot. 

 

Without speaking he walked out the front door.  

There was nothing more to be said.  

It was indeed pretty. 

 

 She walks to window. 

 

Elvis and I never saw each other again. 

But I hoped he would think of me fondly. 

 

 End of Flashback 
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Various and Sundry Finish 

Locations: dsc Dixie and greasers r and l sitting on Edge facing US.  

 

ALARMY ATTACK 

 

 Both Greaser Crows are weeping. 

 

MALE 

That is the saddest story- 

 

FEMALE 

We ever heard. 

 

DIXIE 

So you"ll give me the suit. 

 

MALE 

Of course. 

 

 He hands her the suit Elissa hands it upon a stick from SR. 

 

FEMALE 

How could we not?  

(suit handed up SR on a pole, DIego is SR throws suit to Daria is SL, she throws 
it to puppeteers and the three puppeteers x US of stage to SL tower steps) 
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MALE 

You are Elvis" first girlfriend. 

 

FEMALE 

I mean- you! 

 

 DIXIE at C begins to leave with Alarm-y in her hand. 

 

DIXIE 

Thank you so much. I really didn"t think you"d be so willing to part with it. 

 

MALE 

Oh, we can"t just let you leave. 

 

(Daria and Diego make Alexis sandwich DSC ALARMY in right hand suit over left 
arm) 

 

 DIXIE stops dead in her tracks. 

 

FEMALE 

We need a trade# 

 

MALE 

Yeah, a trade# 
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FEMALE 

Just a little something# 

 

DIXIE 

I don"t have nothing you"d want. 

 

FEMALE 

Oh, but Dixie#we want you. 

 

 The Crows grab one arm each. 

 

 ALARM-Y beeps like mad man/woman. 

 

 MALE smacks alarm-y and his beep tweaks and stops.Daria pulls her SL, 
twirl about, release her) 

 

DIXIE 

ALARM-Y! 

 

MALE 

Shhh# 

 

 Alarm-y beeps, injured but alive. 
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 MALE pets Dixie. 

 

MALE 

Shhh# 

 

 DIXIE relaxes. 

 

FEMALE 

That"s a good girl. We wouldn"t want to bust anyone up 

 

 MALE bird cage is retrieved from SR 

 

FEMALE 

So why don"t you be a good girl and climb on in. 

 

DIXIE 

You can"t do this. 

 

MALE 

It looks like we are. Doesn"t it? 

 

FEMALE 

The people will line up to see the first girlfriend of Elvis Presley- 

 

MALE 
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Rest in Peace. 

 

 He does the sign of the cross. 

 

FEMALE 

We"ll even let you keep that rhinestone rag. 

 

MALE 

In you go. 

 

 MALE pushes DIXIE. 

 

ALARM-Y can!t stand it anymore, and attacks " making sounds that are 

somewhere between beeps and barks. 

 

MALE 

Ow. 

 

 FEMALE Laughs. 

 

MALE 

Get off me. 

 

FEMALE 

That Alarm has got your number. 
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(Daria keeps Alexis away from ALARMY) 

 

MALE 

Well, I"m going to clean its clock. 

 

 MALE picks up a from SR baseball bat and hits ALARMY  

 

MALE 

Owned by Joe DiMaggio. 

 

 MALE whacks ALARM-Y. Pieces fly. 

 

FEMALE 

I want in on  

 

Daria throws Alexis USR and gets a bat SL Rachel handoff the bat. 

 Alexis x USR Daria pulls her back) 

 

FEMALE 

Shoeless Joe Jackson!(hits) 

 

 Whack! This is violent and awful. They have baseball bats. Diego SR and 
Daria SL. Hits: Diego, Daria, Diego, Daria.  

 

 But the crows are distracted. 
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 Rhinestone suit tugs on DIXIE to leave. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

Come on. While they"re distracted. 

 

 Dixie looks at Alarm-y for the last time and leaves. suit backup Elissa 
first, Callie with arms in suit and Holly has the legs. USL STEPS.  

 

ALARMY 

beeps 

 

DIXIE 

I don't want to save myself I want to save you.  

 

ALARMY 

Beeps 

 

 The crows continue their object-slaughter. BIG TOGETHER HIT 

 

 MALE finally looks up " noticing DIXIE exit SL with Rhinestone suit  

 

 He taps FEMALE on shoulder. Blood on bats moment.  
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MALE 

Ready for a goose chase? 

 

FEMALE 

I love to chase the geese. 

 

 THEY run off exit SL up and around tower. GO TREADMILL 

 

 

The Alley 

 

(Rose enters from base of  tower SL ) 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Yikes. Dixie"s really in it now.  

Everything is# what"s the word# DIRE! 

D-I-R-E. Dire. Not tire. (up the stairs) 

Lemme tell you. 

Dixie no longer walked. She ran. DIXIE and RHINESTONE enter SL runs in place 
and Dixie circles stage and gets to treadmill 

Far edges of town. 

With only rhinestone suit for direction. 

The suit couldn"t even tell the difference between left and east. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 
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That way! 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

All the while those two#individuals#kept creeping up on 'em. 

 

 Shadows of Greasers large on the wall. They are under the stage. 

 

 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Double yikes. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

That way! 

 

 DIXIE and RHINESTONE SUIT running UC facing SR. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Maybe it was the trauma of seeing her Alarm Clock Radio destroyed- 

And yes, unfortunately that little guy is gone for good. 

Or maybe she spent a little too much time with STUFF. 

But Dixie Locke found herself in the most object-y place of all ! a Junkyard.  

 

 DIXIE stumbles off treadmill. SR Panting 
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RHINESTONE SUIT 

What are we going to do? 

What are we going to do?! 

 

DIXIE 

Don"t panic. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

I"ve never been one for problem solving. 

 

DIXIE 

I"m thinking on it. (they are R of C facing DS) 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

If we don"t do something 

Something bad is gonna happen. 

 

DIXIE 

Shh! 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

Have we thought about starting out with a few up-tempo numbers,  

then a couple ballads,  

and then something with a slow build into a crescendo? 
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 DIXIE give the suit a look. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

What? My world experience is limited. 

 

 Crows enter through climb up DSR as  Dixie and RS x to landing and x up 
stairs to top of tower.  

 

MALE & FEMALE 

Duck duck goose 

 

 The Crows approach Dixie& 

 

 A flash of light! 

 

A loud honk ben's truck horn! 

 

The Crows run off! 

 

Silence. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

And that"s how Dixie and I met. 

 

DRIVING 
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 DIXIE riding inside ROSE. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

We had been on the road for 15 minutes and she hadn"t stirred. 

I started to wonder if she was in a coma. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

I think she"s waking up. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Howdy Doody. 

 

DIXIE 

Where am I? We were just about to be murdered when there was a flash of 
light-where's Alarm-y? 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

You must have hit your head pretty hard.and he's gone.  

 

DIXIE 

#hi. 

 

ROSE 

You don't know me, but I know all about you Dixie! $ 

HE never stopped talking about you, even after all those years, you know. $ 
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I know how you used to go to the gospel church and sing those gospel songs. $ 

You remember that, don't you Dixie?" 

$ 

Rosie turns the dial on her radio and plays a famous old gospel song. %ROSIE 

starts singing. Male and female greasers exit SR and cross to back of the lot 
with the bats and cage.  

$ 

 

ROSE 

That's right Dixie. $ 

I know what you like and I know what you don't like. $ 

Don't worry, I won't put on any of that trashy disco. $ 

You want an ice cream Sundae? 

I got you a double strawberry shake with four cherries on top. 

 

DIXIE$ 

That's my favorite shake?. $ 

$ 

ROSE 

Like I said, he told me more then you know.  

I know how you hate shaving your knees,  

how you suck the pimentos out of olives and put them back in the jar,  

that you've always wished you had a twin sister named Carla,  

and, as a child you used to talk to her at night before you went to sleep,  

I know- 
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$ 

DIXIE 

How do you know all this stuff? 

$ 

ROSE 

Well I am the car of Elvis Presley. The Elvis Rose. 

$ 

DIXIE 

Of course you are. 

Shiny pink leather seats,  

a bejeweled steering wheel cover. $ 

And in the back - soft slippers made out of leopard print pompoms. $ 

# 

Did he really remember that I hated shaving my knees? $I always thought he 

wouldn't notice. $ 

$ 

ROSE 

He talked about it fondly. 

$ 

DIXIE  

What else did he remember about me? 

$ 

ROSE 

He remembered that you loved roller-skating  
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and you could pull off a triple sow cow better then any other girl at the rink,  

that you had to leave the water running while you went to the bathroom  

and that you could eat a whole box of saltines in one sitting. $ 

You hate old people and ugly things,  

and that rock'n'roll was not your cup of tea. 

$ 

DIXIE 

It"s just that I find it loud and vulgar. $ 

Rock'n'roll makes me want to shove wads of one ply toilet paper in my ears. 

Gospel music makes me feel calm  

 

ROSE 

Well just sit back and listen, 

Because Rose is going to take care of you now. 

 

 DIXIE leans back and listens. 

 

ROSE goes back to narrating, steps out of the tower car, SL side. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Now why do I tell this story? 

I think there is a moral in it somewhere. 

Better to have loved and lost- 

Hm. I don't know if that's true. 

Better to have loved and not lost I say. 
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We all feel lost sometimes. 

We need a compass of some kind. 

Someone to take our wheel, press our pedals, clean our engine. 

We are talking about love of some kind, right? 

Either way, only one thing left to know, plot wise. 

We drove the rest of the night until just before daybreak. 

I drove Dixie all the way home 

And she moved on with her life. 

 

DIXIE 

What are you doing? 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Narrating. 

 

 

DIXIE 

I"m not going home. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Sure you are. That"s where I"m taking you. 

 

DIXIE 

I got to get to Graceland. 
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ROSE THE CAR 

You had a long night Dixie. Bumped your head and everything. You just leave 
everything to me. 

#So that"s how I, Rosie the Car, saved Dixie Locke. 

 

DIXIE 

That"s not what"s happening. I"m the one who is saving the Rhinestone Suit. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

The rhinestone suit. The rhinestone suit. All everyone talks about is that 
rhinestone Suit. 

A pink Cadillac is way more iconic than some stupid outfit. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

Hey, I"m right here. 

 

DIXIE 

I think you better stop the car ! I mean, stop yourself. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

I can"t do that, Dixie. 

 

DIXIE 

I"m going to Graceland to put this here suit on Elvis. 
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ROSE THE CAR 

I"m sorry, Dixie. 

 

DIXIE 

If I didn"t know better, I"d think you didn"t want me to get there. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

You think you know Elvis ! 

You don"t.  

Only I did. 

He loved ME. 

 

DIXIE 

Of course he did, he had lots of love to give. 

We"ll both go together and carry out his wishes. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

I am the only original that is needed. 

Only I can preserve the real Elvis. 

I should let those two weirdos take you too. 

 

DIXIE 

How could you? 

You told them to take all of Elvis" stuff. 
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ROSE THE CAR 

How do you think they got in? 

I know all the combination locks. 

 

DIXIE 

Stop the You. I want to get out. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

I can"t do that. I"m taking you home. 

 

DIXIE 

No you are not. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

That is not how the story goes. 

Dixie buckled her seat belt and sat quietly. 

 

 

DIXIE 

I"m not doing that. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

But I said it. 

 

DIXIE 
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I don"t care. 

 

 DIXIE climbs out window, arm pull, sever arm. She stumbles DS tower 
car  SR and collapses. Rose exit tower car x DS it SL 

 

 ROSE slams door.  

 

 DIXIE gets her arm caught in the door. 

 

 SHE screams in pain, but manages to get out of the car. 

 

Doo 

Wop 

Doo 

Wop 

Doo 

Wop arm is severed 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

Alright folks so this is how it ends. 

Dixie Lock died on her dumb journey 

And Rose the Car kept the icon of Elvis alive for the ages. 

Plus Dixie left me with a piece of herself. 

# 

Well, that"s it. 
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Show is over. 

 

Object puppets from earlier in the show gather around. Microphone stands and 
dishwashers and other gimcrack. 

 

ROSE THE CAR 

What are you looking at? 

I said it"s over. 

THE. END. 

Get it? 

Well I!m not staying here like a dope. 

I"m not. 

See. I"m leaving. 

 

 ROSE leaves. 

 

OBJECTS 

Is that really it? 

It can"t be over. 

Someone else should say something. 

Will someone say something? 

 

ACT THREE FIX-IT SHOP 

 

From the sky a familiar looking Radio Alarm Clock descends. Those with an eye 
for detail may notice that it now has a pair of wings.  
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Rachel operates Alarm-y on top of the tower.  

 

ALARM-Y begins to speak. The beeps transform into words. 

 

ALARM-Y 

#And then Dixie woke up. 

 

 DIXIE wakes up. 

 

ALARM-Y 

This time she really didn"t know where she was. 

Our kind don"t have hospitals. 

And the instruments of Sun Records 

Took her to the only place they knew. 

 

 A sign: Mister McGintey!s Greater Area Five and Dime and Fix-it Shop 

 

 Gathered around Dixie are the objects that have helped her so far. 
THE BIONIC ARM IS DS OF TREADMILL 

 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

Give her some room. 
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STRANGER 

We were awfully worried about you Dixie. 

 

DIXIE 

Is the sun up yet? 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

I think you better just rest yourself. 

 

DIXIE 

I need to get to Graceland. 

 

 DIXIE gets out of bed. 

 

STRANGER 

You lost a lot of oil. 

 

 

STRANGER 

You also lost something else. 

 

 DIXIE continues to stare. 

 

RHINESTONE 

We did the best we could. 
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STRANGER 

Maybe it's time to go home. 

 

DIXIE 

Home? How can I go back to waitressing like this? 

I was clumsy before, but now I'll drop plates for sure.  

I never was pretty before...but now I feel so broken. 

I want you to fix me.  

Home? 

How can I go home now? 

I done lost my quittin' sense. 

 

She can take my alarm clock. 

She can take my arm. 

But she's not taking anything else.$ 

 

Elvis should have junked her when he had the chance. 

She ain't his legacy.$ 

 

I need you to make me ready. 

I gotta finish this and if that means resorting to violence, then that's what I'll 
do. 

Remake this arm. 

So I can finish. 
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RHINESTONE 

but Dixie- 

 

DIXIE 

Ain't this a fix it shop? 

Fix me.  

 

       They huddle around Dixie. Fixing montage. They back up. There is music. 

 

 

DIXIE 

I'm more like you guys than ever before.  

 

         DIXIE SMILES 

 

DIXIE 

Is someone going to point me in the right direction or do I have to figure it out 
myself? 

 

ALARM-Y 

So Dixie- 

The new Dixie 

Left to finish what she started.  
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SONG: satisfy me is the song  

 

ROSE"S REPLACEMENT PARTS 

 

I"ve wanted him back so badly.  

To hear his voice vibrate my speakers. 

I"ve decided to do for HIM what HE did for me. 

Rebuild.ELVIS MACHINE GO 

 

That"s what you got to do. 

I"ve taking everything I could find. 

Spare wire, Egg beater, a bit of cork. 

I"m remaking my man. 

$ 

#Almost. 

$ 

I"ve worn my treads thin with almost. 

 

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ She moves a sheet and there is a crude statue of parts. 

$ 

It doesn"t sing. 

It doesn"t move it"s hips. 

It"s missing something. 
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I can"t find something to remake the other hands. 

And without hands, there"s no  

strumming a guitar 

grabbing the mic 

or gentle caresses at ninety miles an hour. 

 

 

GREASERS ENTER and climb up DS edge 

Greaser underscore 

 

MALE 

Man, Rose. 

 

FEMALE 

You scared the livin" daylights out of us. 

 

MALE 

We was all over that bird, Dixie. 

 

FEMALE 

Yeah, we coulda caged her up real good. 

 

ROSE 

Leave what you brought, 

Some of us have work that needs to be done. 
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MALE 

We saw her all lying there. 

 

FEMALE 

Like a bird with a clipped wing. 

 

MALE 

A squirrel with a squashed paw. 

 

FEMALE 

A trumpet with a- 

 

ROSE 

That"s enough, dearies. 

Or the same will happen to you. 

 

MALE 

Aren"t you forgetting something? 

 

FEMALE 

We only want our fair share. 

 

MALE 

We only want whats coming to us.START HARLEY 
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You deserve nothing 

Oh is that so GO HARLEY. FLASHLIGHT 

 

You promised us 

 

 

You two disgust me  

Just a couple buzzards 

Oh you'll get yours, Pinkie.  

You'll get yours.  

 

 

 

OUTSIDE GRACELAND 

 

ALARM-Y 

At the entrance of Graceland  

Rose the Car was waiting for Dixie. 

In reality they had a heated but polite debate about Elvis 

And what it means to be original 

And who loved Elvis more START THE TRUCK 

And who Elvis loved 

And what 
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If anything 

The gesture of putting a sparkly suit on a dead man meant. 

But the emotional terrain of the discussion felt more like this: 

 

Music starts, THE TRUCK DRIVES AROUND WITH ROSE IN THE BED 
DIXIE GETS IN. Drive straight past THE PARKED CARS, turn 
around, and drive back TO FRONT OF THE STAGE. Greasers in 
back seat of the truck.  

 

 DIXIE enters dressed as a make shift knight. 

 

 ROSE enters as larger than life as a dragon. 

 

 SHE is surrounded by the most gaudy, ugly fifties retro crap " who cheer 

Rose on. 

 

CHENG-WEI makes the lights look awesome. 

 

ROSE blows smoke and fire. 

 

 DIXIE dodges out of the way. 

 

 ROSE roars. 

 

 DIXIE roars back. 
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 ROSE Swoops in. 

 

 DIXIE Swings and misses. 

 

 ROSE knocks away her sword. 

 

 DIXIE stumbles backward, vulnerable. 

 

 ROSE closes in. 

 

 As she goes for the kill, DIXIE stabs her with her new hand. 

 

ROSE 

Well, now, this is it, Miss Dixie. 

(cough, cough) 

I suppose . . .  

I suppose you win. 

I thought me and Elvis was gonna go out differently.  

Like James Dean in his %Little Bastard& Porsche( 

speeding through life to our simultaneous death( 

speeds so fast that on impact( 

he and I would have disintegrated together.  

All that would be left of us would have been a line of ash.  

I wanted to leave behind a trail of mystery that even crash scientists couldn"t 

unravel.  
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But that wasn"t in the cards. (Dixie gets back onstage). 

$ 

Everything was always known about Elvis.  

Hell, he had to have a press conference if he ran out of dental floss.  

And he told me his secrets.  

You were his secret and so was I. 

$ 

You gave me precisely what I didn"t want(I didn"t want to die alone. 

$So go on, if you want. 

Go put that suit on him#  

but I promise you,  

if you do,  

you won"t be one of secrets anymore. 

Goodbye Dixie (female greaser climbs out truck window, hit roof of car, honks 
twice, drives away.  

$ 

DIXIE 

I knew Elvis the boy, 

I loved Elvis the man, 

And I cherished Elvis the icon. 

But now, 

It"s no longer about figuring which one was real 

It"s about walking the tightrope between the two. 
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 Greasers pull Rosie apart. 

 

SONG fools rush in 

 

FUNERAL PARLOR 

 

 SIGN: Uncle Ernie!s FUNeral Home. 

  

DIXIE looks at the sign, shakes her head and goes into the funeral home. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT follows. 

 

 A CASKET is in there, sleeping. (read: snoring) 

 

 

DIXIE 

Um#excuse me. 

 

CASKET 

Hm. What? Is it time? 

 

DIXIE 

No. Not quite yet. 

I"m here to change his suit. 
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CASKET 

Are you? 

 

 DIXIE nods. 

 

CASKET 

I assume he"s going to wear you? 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

That"s right. 

 

CASKET 

Are you supposed to do that? 

 

DIXIE 

Um. Yes? 

 

CASKET 

Don"t you know better than to lie to a casket? 

 

DIXIE 

I"m sorry I just- 

 

CASKET 

It"s alright. This isn"t my first day at the Funeral. 
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Death make people do stupid things. 

 

DIXIE 

That more true than you know. 

 

CASKET 

Go on then.  

Switch 'em out. 

Nobody will be the wiser. 

 

DIXIE 

Thank you. 

 

 DIXIE goes about her task. 

 

DIXIE 

Are you afraid to go underground? 

 

CASKET 

No. I was made to be hidden. 

 

DIXIE 

I know what that feels like. 

 

 DIXIE stops what she!s doing. 
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RHINESTONE SUIT 

What"s wrong, Dixie? 

 

DIXIE 

What happens if nobody sees you anymore.... 

Will the world forget 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

What are you doing? We"re so close. 

 

 

DIXIE 

This is a mistake. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

This is our destiny. 

 

DIXIE 

Some things were made to be hidden. 

But you are not one of them. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 

You"re not going to put me on him? 
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DIXIE 

No, I"m not. 

 

 DIXIE looks into the coffin. 

 

ALARM-Y 

Dixie approached the casket and looked down at Elvis's body. 

He wasn't there anymore. He was gone. In some way, he had become an object 
too. 

 

DIXIE 

Putting on this suit wasn't an act of showiness.  

What were you looking for, sweet Elvis? 

Who were you giving those scarves to when you 

Wore this suit? 

We're you looking for me, the way I was looking for you? 

No more hiding now, Elvis.  I will promise you that.  

 

ALARM-Y 

She lowered the lid and the coffin made a soft thud as it connected together. 

 

CASKET 

Good night. 

 

RHINESTONE SUIT 
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Can you at least hang me up, before you go? 

 

DIXIE 

Sure. 

 

ALARM-Y 

But on the way Dixie caught sight of herself in an Oval Mirror. 

And her uniform, understanding which way the wind was blowing, pleaded with 
her.  

 

 DIXIE holds the RHINESTONE SUIT up to herself and heads to treadmill.  

 

 

UNIFORM 

You aren't leaving me here?!  

But I've kept you warm and covered.  

I made you easily identifiable to customers.  

I am easy to wash!!  

Dixie are you crazy?!! 

What will people think when you wear that? 

You'll be an odd duck copy cat. 

 

DIXIE 

I knew Elvis the boy.  

I loved Elvis the man, 
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And I cherished Elvis the icon.  

But. Now 

It's no longer about figuring which one was real 

It's about walking the tightrope between them.  

It's no longer Elvis'. It's mine now.  

 

puts suit on. GO TREADMILL 

 

 

 

ALARM-Y 

The thought of it made her queasy 

Like looking out a window from 20 stories up. 

But she knew what she had to do. 

 

and with that she walked out of the funeral home. 

 

 DIXIE begins walking.  

 

 

 Images flash behind her. 

 

 Music plays underneath. 
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And Dixie kept walking until she walked clear out of Memphis,  

and she walked past two gas stations  

and rather than stop at home she kept walking. 

Other than the rhinestone suit  

she didn't like the things around her and needed a change. 

She walked to the diner in the rhinestone suit  

and gave her letter of resignation. 

She walked to the bus station  

and bought a ticket to the nearest cornfield  

and walked through the cornfield until she came to another bus station  

which took her west,  

all the while wearing her dazzling rhinestone suit. 

 

(ensemble on floor DS of platform: Zach, Travis, diego, holly, Elissa, Callie, 
Daria) 

 

She walked over the Golden Gate Bridge  

and up the Oregon Coast.  

She walked by small towns  

and in grocery stores  

and in the optometrist office  

and in the bakery  

and in the cobbler's  

and by the small brook in the woods  

and near the hot dog stand  
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and inside the library  

and close to the shoe shine shop  

and by the beauty parlor  

and by the off track betting  

and down by the Pentecostal church  

and up near the community garden  

and across the street from the Planned Parenthood  

and by the thrift store  

and next to the Vietnamese restaurant  

and by the public swimming pool  

and at the state fair  

and outside the pub  

and by the mechanic  

and under the bridge downtown  

and alongside the sea shore  

and in a skyscraper  

and over the river  

and by her aunt's house  

and in the carpet shop  

and inside the Adult Mega Plex  

and at the violin emporium  

and by the ice cream parlor. 

And the rhinestone suit got to go places that it never thought it would go  

and all the while Dixie was seen. 

She liked when people across the country asked her about the suit  
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but she didn't need them to.  

This was what it felt like to be seen. 

This is what it felt like to matter. 

 

JOSEPH STARTS SINGING SONG: Suspicious Minds. 

 

FINISH SUSPICIOUS MINDS, THEN LOVIN MY BABY SONG. BOWS.  

 

 

 

Actors all return to stage, repeat song from top of show. Bows. Indicate band. 
Leave stage.  

$ 
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Appendix  B 

Preliminary drawings. 

Preliminary Thumbnails 
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Initial Stage Design 
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Appendix  C 
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Production Photos 

Dixie in The Diner 

 

 

Elvis is Dead 
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Bionic Arm 
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Dixie and Alarmy Walking 
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Rhinestone Suit Interview 
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